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The

Graham says academic record
reason for large enrollment
By VIC EWSON

Chronicle
of St. Cloud State University

Johnson urges for drop date change ...
Another administrator has
voiced his opinions about
when the last date for
dropping classes should be.
David Johnson~ vice-presi•
dent for academic affairs, has
taketi j'stand to move ·the clrop
'-~ --date from the last day of the
quarter to the end of the fifth
week, precisely the same as an
administrative committee will
recommend to Pres. Charles
Graham.
• Johnson said he believed
students should have mar~

"on-going knowledge of out."
where they stand in classes.
"It is unfortunate that many
There should be more tests students wait until the very
covering less material."
end of the quarter to drop a
The formation of a mi~lass, particularly in lab
quarter grade report would aid courses," Johnson said.
the student in his decision
"it is unfortunate iJ:).at many
whether to drop a class or stay -. ·students wait untii"l:he very
in, Johnson said. By giving end of the quarter to drop a
that vital information, many class, particularly in lab
students that would eventually courses,'' Johnson said.
drop would commit them- "Teachers could spend that
selves earlier and leave the wasted time with students
instructor with more time for who would end up earning the
those stµdents "sticking it credits."
Johnson added it doesn't
make much sense to allow
students to wait until the end
to make a decision.
"It's not like the adult
would; you have to assume
responsibilities.
"It's doubly infuriating
A synopsis of surrrner news and people "'11o have when
I realize we must be
taken new positions are on pages 6 and 7.
turning away students fro~
classes when there are those
A text of SCS Pres. Charles Graham's "State of the in them that don't have the
foggiest notion what 's going
Campus" address is on page 28.
on," Johnson said emphatically .

.•.,,

Inside

Many reasons can be given
for SCS's tremendous enrollment increase over the last
few years, according to Pres.
Charles Graham, but the most
important is the quality
reputation in all-around academics.
"Students who may not be
looking for any particular
program may come here
because they think their
chances of getting a quality
education are good," Graham
said.
SCS appeals to differing
people because of the built-in
diversity of the institution,
Graham added.
•'Some come for very
specialized studies. such as
Our photo technology courses;
the only one of its kind in the
·country," Graham sam.
"Others want to come to a
school with a wide enough
diversity of programs so that
when they find what they want
to major in, they have more to
choose from."
Graham credits other areas
of the SCS community as
helping the institution grow,
particularly .the office of
Student Life and development.
"There is no question in my
mind that our Student Life and
Development, whether you
talk about housing. counseling, Atwood Center, health
service of financial aids, is
really outstanding," Graham
said.
Being located in ce·ntral
Minnesota and close to the
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Northwest suburbs of Min~ ij
neapolis, both quickly-growing areas, has helped scs·~
enrollment become the larges£- -=:tof the six state universities!!' Cl>
according to Graham.
rt+"
"It is attractive to be close~~
enough to the Twin Cities tcr-4 lfl
be able to take part in the
activities there," Graham
added.
Graham said he believes
faculty have played an
important role in SCS' s
growth, too. Recruiting top•
notch people brings top-notch
students, which improves the
school.
''The institution has, for
many years, tried to recruit
the very best faculty , '·
Graham said. "We have had
quite competitive salaries,
compared to the nationwide

g

av~.r:rs:·. thei-e has been*::>emphasis on recruiting people
who have been really
outstanding in their fields. We
have been large enough to do
it, especially in some areas ,
like business, where certain
percentages have to have their
PhD."'

Graham said instructors
consider SCS a "very civilized
place to live and work.
''The tradition of civility has
been getting us through the
new relationship (ramifica•
tions of the faculty contract
signed last March)," Graham
said.
The faculty can be helpful in
solving problems students
Continued on page 16

..".Senate president tries to stop change
By VIC ELLISON

, .,,u byJacku! Lorcintz

Steve Erickson attenµs to pass one of his
against South Dakota State Saturday. See page
for rrore photos and information.

Dropping classes is a reasonable
alternative to getting a poor grade, and the
present drop date of the last day of the
quarter should . remain, according to Student
Senate Pres. Tom Byrne.
Byrne said he plans to counteract the work
of SCS administrators attempting to change
the drop date to halfway through the quarter
by "heading.Jt off before (Pres. Charles)
Graham act S on ra recommendation.
"I have been in touch with Graham,"
Byrne said. "My feeling is he sympathizes
• with students."
~ - The reason dropping classes has become an
issue is because of the overcrowded campus,
according to Byrne.
"Because of the mass amount of students , _,.
the deans can say the kids that are dropping
out are taking seats from others," Byrne said.
"Actually they are, because most classes are
full. My comment to that is most of the
classes that end up like that are freshmen
classes and freshmen can maneuver their
schedules.
"If it was happening in the major classes,
where it was putting off graduation, most of
the time the student will petition to get into
the class anyway," he added.
Byrne said one of the arguments given by
the administrators is tuiti9n payments
account for only 18 percent of the total cost;
36 tax monies pay for the r,est. Administrators
students have no right to waste the tax
32 claim
money. Byrne disagrees.

.. The tax money is there to educate the
student. The student that stays with the class
and works, then drops because of a personal
problem learns just as much as the student
that doesn't drop." Byrne said. '"Just

~~~~

::+f:~~ t~: ~n:~~e:!

~~:u:t a~::~e~:
someone who did take the test."
Some of the fault may lie in the financial
aids system of allocating graJ J ~d loans,
according to Byrne. Byrne said the student
paying his own way through school "will not
sluffthrough a class. Or if he does, it will be a
pretty slim minority of total drops.
"To me , the ultimate thing is not that
grade; to me, tt'f'fearning. If (the student)
was in the class, did the work and learned, et
did not get a grade, as far as I can see, the
government has gotten what it has paid for,"
.Byrne said emphatically. "The gov1;_IJWE.ent
isn't interested if the student gets the grade.
anyway."
· Byrne said the student that drops the class
does not waste the instructor's time because
tpe dropping student either is not in class, or
he is .sleeping through it.
''Even if the student does get involved, the
government is paying for him to be there and
he is learning," Byrne said. "Who's to say
the time is wasted? A teacher helping a
student that drops is as good as helping a
student that doesn't drop."
Byrne said no one It.nows how many
students other than those cheating on
financial aid drop classes and some studyin'g
has to be done before the date is changed.
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Social responsible businesses
ca Hed good for country Coporat ions are benefi cial
to the nation if they are
socially responsible. a Minneapolis corporate executive

Department Store.
" In country after country .
economic controls and na •
tionalization have been a
told summer graduates Aug . dis aste r,·• Erick so n sa id
12 at SCS's commenceme nt . spea ki ng in the Atwood
.
' "To replace big bu siness ballroom.
• with big governrilent is hardly
He told the graduates not to
a progressive step." said Carl lose sight of the fact that "t he
Erickson, president and chie f Unite d States has done a
executive ,offi ce r of Dayton's better j o b of fe edi ng.
educating. housing and protecting its peopl e than a ny
nation in the world ." The
resources to solve problems,
he said, "have come from an
eco no m y based o n fre e
enterprise.•·
The United Way campaign
EricksOn suggested two
will begin at SCS Tuesday,
Sept. 21, with a goal of
S21.440- 6.1 percent higher ~:~ns!~le :;;!~~tio:~
"First, we mu st continue to
than~ ast year's donations of
;,.~.P s20;'200 by university em- d o o.ur basic bu si ness·
functions
as efficietltly and
ployees .
" We had a good year last effectively as possible," he
said.
"
Second
, corporations
year , but we need to broaden
our base of contributors,·· said must Work even harder to
fulfill
their
roles
as socially
Cris Kelley, university campaign coordinator and assis- responsible citizens ."
EricksOn
pointed
out that
tant to the vice president for
his ftwu ;:,1ong ago recognized
administrative affairs.
that
the
social
and
economic
La st yea r about 500
university employees donated we ll-being of each of the
an average of $39.55 to the communities in which we
United Way, Kelley said . The operate is as important to our

United Way
drive at SCS

success as the quality of the
merchandising effort, and that
we need to concern ourselves
with both."
The speake r sa id Dayton's
has a policy of contributing
five percent of federal taxable
profit s "to support organizations with proven capability in
solving community problems.
"Fortunately. we a re not
alone in Minnesota. There are
23 companies in Minneapolis
alone who ann ually contribute
fi ve percent of their pre-tax
profit s. It is beginning to pay
off in te rm s of a healthy
climate in which to live and do
busioess."
Erickson advised the graduates to dedicate themselves· ~
to personal excellence, requiring continutrt,::Siudy ancf Commencement speaker
self-education.
of Dayton' s Department
" What you knew fi ve years
ago, or even a year ago, will
not be good enough for
to morrow," he warned.
During th e ceremonies
nearly 500 degrees were
conferred by Pres. Charles
Graham, assisted by Arnold
Anderson, Montev ideo, treasurer of the State Univedrsity
Board .

Carl Erickson, presi&!m: ·"
Store.

9 Kffil 1-3 eee.cuve .
Otedif6Kowl

9 . tofu!. ..
"ClcwfimribJ 6M AcW.f6"

univers it y e mpl oys lbou t
1,000 persons.

-The essential be liefs in Christ in the context of
Roman Catholic Christianity, their meaning and
implications for today .
Tues. evenings , 7:30-8:30 p.m. 1 credit.
Fr. Paul John son, M.A. Theology

Haale cashing eheeb?

"Of.cl

lNfcqqcf"

-Development and analysis of Old Testament
revelation and the major lines of theological thciught
throughout the history of Israe l.
Monday and Wednesday, 2-3:30 p.m . 3 credits
Rev . Peter Fribley, Ph .D. Theology

"Gel -

..

fb ffweuut Ceiulifiell"

-Fundamental re ligious questions such as the
meaning of faith, the reality of God, the problem of evil,
& the meaning of Christ.
Tues. &Thrs., 10-11 :30 a.m.-,3-:cfttfits
S. Katherine Kraft , M.A. Theology .

All Classes meet at Newman Cente r, Room C.

- -- - ----- - ·- --- - -- --4---

NORTHWESTERN

BANK

Of St:Cloud
"'ON THE RING ROAD "

""~"'....._.._,,_._-

-·•.D• C

,

''Mora} Issues in Canadian-Americ,.;-Relations "
_
pte U.S. Biccptennial as seen from
___..,,._
British North America.
-Winnipeg ·from Fri ., No. 19 . Fri. , Nov. 26.
Conversations ".'i~h govt. officials, university teachers
and students, c1v1c, cultural, and religious leaders, as
well as draft-age exiles. Visits to Canadian museums ·
art cente", and cultural events_.
'
.
Approximate cost: $75.00 plus tuition
St~de nt~ will be_ required to meet before the trip foionentatton, details, and study assignments. 3 credits.
Dr. Peter Fribley and S. Katherine Kraft

...........................................
All_clas~es are u?der the supervision of St. John's
~ym;~;~:· A maximum of 6 er. in theology is acceJ)tcd

REGISTER by camng NEWMAN CENTER (251-3260)
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WELCOMES YOU BACK
WITH

PIZZA PARK

ATTRACTIONS

Ne.w
Our G.!t'!rmet _Pizza Menu

12" CHEESE PIZZA $3.00
16" CHEESE PIZZA $4.S0
A<10,r,011a1 //ems

75c !'ach on

16

55 < each on 12

Add1l1onal //r,ms l'!Clvd('

• S ,lv 'idgt• • l-'r.ppe1on, •

• CanaQ1an Bato n • G1o un<1 Deel • MLo..,r,rr,,)ins • Green
' Pepoor s • Onions • G1ccn Ohv,, ., • E101,1 Cnr. esc

PASSBOOK
30-min. FREE DELIVERY
COUPON EXPIRES

;.,,.

( s~. 19. 1976

FREE 6 PACK

2~50

OF COKE WITH

ANY LARGE (16' ')
ONE-ITEM-OR-MORE

Nole Only one coupon acceplled per
Th,soltervolds alloitiers

PIZZA

p,na

PASSB~~~EEDELIVERY
-

COUPON

·•t 00 -0FF
ANY LARGE (J,6':)
ONE-ITEM-OR-MORE

PIZZA

AWALK

THROUGH
THE PARK

What a taste treat! We start with an extra-thick crust that's
hand-fashioned (not stretched thin thru a roller, like others
do). Then we add a generous coaling of tangy tomato
sauce. Plus three cheese ,:; - mozzerella, romano and our
own "secret" cheese that's made especially for us. Next, we
add liberal portions of your choice of eight flavor items
(always fresh, never froze n), in any combination you prefer.
The result: Pizza perfection !Truly, here·s "the pizza with a
real difference!"
Sizzling hot from our oven, your pizza is packaged in a
special protective cardboard box. Then it's whisked into
a untque holding oven:So your
pizza arrives pi ping hot,
••
ready to please your palate.
All this, within a half:hour of
your phone call order!

EXPfREs

~ 26, 1976

<--~
2SJ:.O"sso
;.,,._

Nole. Only one coupon accep11ed per pzz•
Th1s olte1Y0111sal!others.

CALL THIS NUMBER
• Fast, Hot,30 min -

Free l>efivery
(IN SERVICE AREA)

OPEN
MON.-THURS. - 5 P.M. to 1 A.M.
FRI. -SAT. -. 5 P.M.to 2 A.M.'
SUNDAY - 4 P.M.to MIDNIGHT

253-055

Tingle your t a ste buds

The Chronicle

:i,:~becQpinions
Drop date study needed
before rash action taken
One of the major issues to develop during the summer was the
drop date controversy-whether the final date for dropping
classes should remain the last day of the quarter, or if it should

Letters
to the editor,

Dropped class
not wasteful

Steven Hobbs

I experienced great interest reading
the article on the recommendations of
the Academic Affairs Committee
concerning changing the drop date at
SCS (" Administrators attempt to move
drop d~_te,'' Aug. 11 ). I am also
concerned this recom mendation may
stand with no comment to its contrary.

As a slightly older student. I can
agree with Alvin Schelske's

fully

be moved forward to the midquarte~k. Since battle lines have -. assessment that ··as adults, students
been Q_rawn so quickly and firmly on this volatile issue, the make commitments ... " These comimportant thing to .do is examine the·· problem beforelicting. · mitments are import?:nt and every

In the two years the dr~p da'te has been the last day. of the
quarter, the number of withdrawals has doubled. Previous to
that, the drop date was the midquarter. About five percent of the
students dropped classes then . Now the figure is up to nine
percent. It is clear something must be done.
An administrative Committee assigned to research the growing
problem has reco1111~nded to Pres. Charles Graham the drop
date be moved forward and a more complete study done. The
study is a fine idea-it is imperative that it be done. But it does
not require a change beforehand. That would be the proverbial,
"Shoot,-iiow, ask questions later."
Dropping a class is a reasonable alternative to failing it. In both
~stances, th_e class will ~robabl~ _be retaken at a r,nore opportune
time.1!1e stigma of havrng a failing mark on ones record would
not exist.
Student Senate Pres. Tom Byrne has followed his mandate of
protecting students' rights by objecting to the proposed change.
This if the first instance when the defunct University Senate
could be utilized. Both sides need to talk to each other, in a
ntasonabt_e, ordei-ly fashion. The decis!on final must be ~me of
componmse, as tocftot leave scars . It will be hard to do wtth the
faculty contract in operation.
·
Hasty decisions will be regretted later. A full evaluation of the
~ u s t firsf be carried out.
j

·

Editoria I/Opinions
SHOW YOUR
AWARENESS-=?
Letters to the editor are
print~d as qften- as space
permits.
Let the campus know how
you feel on an issue;
write__,to the Chronicle
Drop letters off at
T h e C h r o n i c l e o f f i c e op::n~~;~~ ~::~~h:e:r:r.t~eg~~:e::~~

136 Atwood

?Ji::if::~.r::::1z~~t=n;~ft~
.

helpful. Anonymous letter, will no! be printed,
• !though ntmes may be withheld In oenaln eases. No
lorm le11er will be p ubllshed . Th e Qironlcte raerves
th e rlghttoedi\lengthyletten. AllleUert, once1urned
In tot he Chronicle become the Oiron lcle't property to<!
will no\ berelurned.

As of yet I have never dropped a
class, so my knowledge of why
students do so is limited. If a study is
undertaken, at that time reasons will
be determined and the various options
will be able to be viewed in
prospective. At present , there is the
recommendation for headlong charge
into action without thought-action
which could hurt many students. Little
damage would be done in waiting for
intelligent data to base a well-focused
decison.

~~1:

::e:7~~r:~r;:g ~~at
i~\nm~:~
best interest of the student. I have
been Jed to believe that the primary
objective of a learning institution is to
contribute to the education and
development of its attending students.

:~:i:~

::ea:;; ~~ "::~ngn:~e
dtr:i~
objective. My point is at this time that
is not knowri.
Schelske stated that" ... every effort
should be made to_ ma~e them (the
students) responsible.
Be~e~ford
::n~sg:h::;~r:o ~:~a~t\:!~:~::~
to develop self-discipline." Apparently these views are held with
reference to the further comment that
"We kno-.y what's best for them;
we've bee~ around longer." I hardly
feel th at nng-~rough-the-nose exam::i:.::se;,~es~b:i;~rds

Help not needed
for blind public
A man see ing with his cane guides
himself down the sidewalk along the
Mall Germain and approaches a street
corner. Seeing~s-.' ... two ''good
samaritans" decide to help the blind
person as he nears the curb.
'"Here young man, let us help,"
they say as they grab his arms and
begin to drag him across the street.
Before they get too far, the blind man
stops and interrupts them.
"Please, I can get across on my
own. Thank you anyway."
After dropping their hold on the
man, the pair follow a few feet behind
him, monitoring his progress. They do
not really believe the man is capable of
independence.
We feel many misconceptions have
arisen about the blind-most from a
lack of awareness on the part of the
general public. Some suggestions ai-e:
from a lack of awareness of the part of
the general public. Some suggestions

are,

-Ask the blind person if they desire
assistance;
......Speak first to mate your presence
It is the student himself who best known;
understands his position, how is the
-Deal directly with the blind
dropping of a course going to affect his person and not through others;
special situation. Why do students
-Speak with the blind as you would
drop courses? I do not pretend to with •anyone else;
know. No one knows in actuality and
-When giving guidance, take the
only when the excellent suggestion of lead by having the blind person hold
study is undertaken will there be any your elbow. That way then can feel you
idea.
walk and movement.
Schelske feels the urgent need for , 4ifhese easily demonstrated courteaction is now, however. "We cannot sies, if practiced, will lead to a better
waste anymore time, we must act understanding and appreciation benow .'' I am concerned as to why there tween
e general public and the
is this pressing urgency . Is it because visually impaired.
we are wasting educational resources?
Very few student and instructors
nsas~
would deem knowledge gained from
Junior, speclaleducadon
any quarter a waste. The learning up
to that point is not affected if t h ~Ss
BndSchultz
is dropped .
Sen:IOr, speclal education

:~~~;~::t~f

•

PlWE:
IEPPREVENT
FOREST FIIES.

I

The ·enronicle

The Chronicle ol St. Cloud State Un lversltv Is
wr11ten to<! edl1ed by .fludenH or S1. Cloud Staie
Unlver1lty, SL Cloud, Mn., end ls published twice llilCh
week during the academic y11a1 and weellly during \he
1ummer,exoeP1lorllnal&11am perlodstodvacatlon,.
Opinion, expresaed In lhe Chronicle do not
neceu■ rilyreHectthoseolthettudents,lacullyOf

tdmlnl.flrll:lon of St. Cloud Slate UnlV8rlllty.

Letter1totheedltorandgueS1ess■ysareanattempt

lo provide ■cces1 lor reader1 to th e medl1. They may be
dropped oll at 136 Atwood Center or malled to 136
Atwood Centar, St. Cloud Slate Unlverslly. St. Cloud,
~ 2
~~~• m1y be an-ed by calling

=~;

Sublc:rlptlonr'1.eslortheChronlclefornon-.studen1'
are $1.50 per <1uan•. Studen11 who have pjlid the!r
ac:Uvlliesfeewandarele■ vlngto lntern. 11tudent teach,
!!lie., may h ■ve lhe Chronlcle- malled to t)lern free of
charge by notifying the Chronicle' s buslnessofflee In
136 Atwood.
•
Ed!tor- ln--ch le1 •····· ······· ·······•·· ········ ··
Vlc Ellh1on
ChlelF'hotogrlpher ......................••. Jacklllontnlt
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MA!1H'Sw

HAVE Ll"UDltHA~E
II
KEGS

KEGS

THIS WEEK FEATURING:

PABST
12 PAKS
BUBBLE UP . SIX
·suGAR F~EE AND REG.
j

PAK

99~

FROSTIE ROOT BEER
SUGAR FREE AND REG.
MR. PIBB .
AS LONG AS YOU'RE DOWNTOWN .....
WHY NOT STOP IN4,ND CHECK US OUT?
Marsh's Liquor

Next to The Gift
and Card Department

Open 9 tol9 Monday thru Sat-Phone 25U 123
ON MALL GERMAIN-CONVENIENT REAR ENTRANCE

Letter
·from th e
editor

Dormitory students - had - no
choice other than to park
behind Halenbeck Hall. .
Things were simpler then.
The party atmosphere of
scs was as good as I had
heard. Monday and Wednesday were the nights for
was
Vic
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ Ellison
_ __ , downtown;
reserved for Thursday
the quarries;
As we enter the new school
year, I can't but help think of
the fall of 1973, when I first
stepped upon the SCS
campus.
I was like the rest of my
freshmen class, still celebrating completion of 13 years of
schooling. College was going
to be just the 14th year, a
continuation of history.
The size of SCS did not awe
me-it was diminutive in
comparison to the University
of Minnesota, which. _1 had
visited often. The 10,000
students-.t!-d- not see!Jl much
more than the 1,900 in my old
high school. The on1y , h.ange
was I would be away from
home-free as the proverbial
bird.
As classes began, any
hesitation about college that
may have been in my
subconscious dissappeared ..
The general education classes
I was taking were nothing
more than a rehash of high
school subjects. For someone
who coasted through his
senior year of high school with
C's, SCS was easier than
anticipated.

Ah, to be a freshman,
again . To be away from the
restraints of a major program.
Not to worry about firiding a
job for after grad uation. Not to
hear the continual voice of a
wife. To be free.
lt sounds corny, but it
seems like only yesterday
when I was a fre shman.
-'Steams Hall was all male (I
hesitate to use the term men).
Freshmen were required to
live in dormitories. It was still
possible to reserve a private

everyone

went

_Welcanae Back
aothlng
Brittania
O>llageman Sweaters
KenninWon

Frye
.llane

lltlad~

ten Fbst

Mlverick W9sterns

Justin
OJrangi
Bort Qirleton

Bananas - SWeet Baby Jane
Jasmine Teas
Santa Q-uz

Enrore
Farrolare

--

253-3417
Jeans
11/ele
Brlttania
Fbse Hips
HIIIBllly
l'vtlverick

home

on

weekends. Classes became
secondary to having fun and
losing inhibitions.
I kept waiting for things to
get tougher. Gradually, they
did, but not in an overwhelming manner. General education classes gave way tO
testing different majors. They
required more work, but the
interest they generated made
the work less tedious.
The point I am trying to get
across is that SCs is a place to
come and find ones self-but
The campus was not as hop_efu\ly not wil.P.Q!!_t.)1aving
crowded in t"lli fall of 1973. some fun beforehltitt'. As one
Total enrollment hovered who ha s experienced the fin er
around the 10,000 level. far parts of SCS life. such as
below the projected 12.000 for: downtown and parties at the
this fall. Even with th e smaller quarries , I have to advise that
student body, present pro- no education is complete
blems existed.
without them.
Parking was worse then
There will be time for
than it is now. Lot C did not studying 10 hours straight.
exist, neither did anything There will be time to bear
else West of the Performing down and write a 40-page
Arts Center. There were term paper, complete with
actually houses where the footnotes. But enjoy the
Administrative Services
pleasures of freedom while
building now rests.
you have time. They wilt not
The maximum for on-street be with you forever.
parking was 2 1/ 2 hours--45

We have the largest selection of
Records and Par aphe, ,alla.
water ·Beds too!

Open 'tll 9:00

253-3417

Cam• 5•• A Bi,a,a•r & Battar

Rxi■
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Not much happened at SCS this s_ummer.
.

.

Editor's note: Since summer enrollment Is far below
that of the regular school year,
the campus was not exactly
bumming with news. In an
attempt to Inform SCS
students who were away for
the summer what happened,
the following Is a brief
aynopsls of Summer 1976.

Student charged
with murder attempt
Steven Landberg, an SCS
student who lived in Mitchell
Hall and was on Work-Study,
was arraigned in district court
July 28 on a charge - of
attempted first degree mur-

Psychology teacher
claims sex bias
SCS psychology instructor
Mary Craik: named 26 of her
collegues in a civil suit
stemming from an election she
lost.
Those accused of sex
discrimination include 22
members of the psychology
department, SCS Pres.
Charles Graham, former
liberal arts dean Lowell
Gillett, education dean Ken•
neth Ames, State University
Chancellor Garry Hays and
1he State University Board.

der.

St. _Cloud police alleged that
Landgeri, 22. lured ! St.
Cloud Daily Times paperboy
into an apartment, stripped
him, tied him, then set the
room afire and left.
Landberg's case has been
postponed pending a complete
psychological evaluation.·
Presently, he is at a .sta_te
hospital being evaluatecf. lfail
was set at $20,000.

Stude'}t government
given updated title
In a reactionary fl)Ove to the
folding of the University
Senate, the Student Compo•
nent Assembly changed its
title to the Student Senate.
The new name was chosen
because man}' studetlts wtill
refCrred to the SCA JIJ,,,, the
Senate, the name it held prior
to formation of the University
s~ ~t974.

--

Studenf summer

first time in history any
alterations had been made.
Due to a surplus in revenue
and returned fund s, SAC will
begin fall quarter with a
S10,000 free balance , much
more than expected. Appeals
An overflow crowd of young will be held to allocate the
alumni gathered Aug. 13 to remaining funds.
hold the serond Young Alumni
annual meeting. Over 250
alumni from the classes of
1960- 76 spent the evening
Minnesota Orchestra comes aboard a Mississippi riverto SCS.
boat.
The Minnesota Orchestra,
Alumni Affairs Director
With dormitories at 100
now an annual attraction at Dick Kisch said the event was
SCS, returned to campus July such a success, plans are percent occupancy again, the
19 for an outdoor perform· already being made for the Housing office has been
forced to establish the
ance. Unfortunately, the third annual get.together.
Germain Hotel as a semiweather was not as happy to
dormitory for the second year
see the orchestra as the
in a row.
students and the concert had
Off-campus housing is in
to be moved ·to Halenbeck
equally short supply, ac•
Hall.
cording
t~dlords in St.
-,tli'e- same · day as the
Cloud. Less new units being
orchestra's concert, an art fair
An updated survey, com• built will mean higher rent for
was held on the campus mall. pleted this summer by Gerald
Over 40 exhibitors showed Gamber of SCS's economics students, a realtor spokes- .
women said.
their works.
department, cited SCS accounts for 10 percent of the
total economy of St. Cloud.
Student expenditures
amounted to S18 million last
year, according to the survey.
An administrative commit-· Previous studies, done in
Comedian Bob Hope will
tee has recommended to Pres. 1966, 1969 and 1971, bear out
Charles Graham the final date Gamber's results. After being entertain a Halenbeck Hall
adjusted
for
inflation,
they
are
audience
with his act Dec. 1 as
for dropping classes be moved
he highlights the Performing
from the last day of classes to almost identical.
Artists'
Series
for the coming
the end of the fifth week.
year.
.
The committee was spurred
Hope
will
be
paid '$25,000,
on by a 118 percent increase in
the largest guarantee of ahy
dropped classes since the date
performer ever· to come to
was extended two years ago,
scs.
according to committee chairperson Alvin Schelske.
The Student Activities
Students have indicated Committee (SAC) budget for '
displeasure with the proposed 1976-77 was signed by SCS
change and will voice their Pres. Charles Graham, but not
concerns to Graham, Student before Graham changed some
Senate members said.
funding amounts . It was the

extension of the 1-94 freeway
project in St. Cloud. ellt with
summer over and the
Tri-Cappers back to high
school, their hard work has
made SCS even more
beautiful.

Annual young alumni
gathering a success

Minnesota Orchestra

holds SCS concert

St Cloud housing
shortage worsens

Economic survey

Cand idafes' air plans
to seek legislature
Incumbent Jim Pehler, an
instructor at SCS, announced
plans to seek re-election from
the St. Cloud district 17.9 july
9. Two days later, the
Democrat received competi•
tion from the IndependentRepublicans as political novice
Jeff Blair announced he would
try to unseat the two•term
representative.
Blair is the public relations
director at the St. Cloud
Hospital and said he would
rather station himself with the
Independents than the Re•
publicans.
Both candidates said they
would campaign for the crucial
campus vote for the Nov. 2
election.

Summer facelift

show:~- SCS's value

Committee urges

Bob Hope booked
for SCS performance

sooner drop date

Precedent set as
SAC budget altered

Recyde

this

Chronicle

improves campus

Summer-long work by
Auxiliary Services has given a
facelift to many areas of SCS,
especially the land between
SCS's Theatre L'Homme the AdministratiVe Services
Dieu, a summer workshop for building and the Leaming
SCS students, presented 10 Resources Center.
American comedies over the
With assistance from Trispan of June 16-Aug. 15.
County Action Program work~
SCS students had the ers Don Harding of Auxiliary
invaluable experience of Services planted flowers,
working··ncxt to professional mended walls and elevated
actors for the summer. Their ihe terrain by building
work ranged from building m0unds.
sets to sewing costumes to
Fot:;:;Jn0St of the summer,
acting .
areas of SCS look.Cd like an

theatre plays given

Start

_thinking
about ·how
great our
pizzas are ...

Coupon
~i~f""'" '

YARN
"FOR KNITTINg..
MAci'lOJ:~TEiv:,~::t1::,--,,
MATERIALS ANO PATTERNS
21 FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. CLOUD, MINN 56301

Also ; Chicken, Fish Dinners,
Submarines, Spaghetti
& Sandwiches

TEL. [6121251-1661

PETTERS YARNSHOP
with MARVA MOOS
10% discount on all yarn
and supplies with this coupon

Light & Dark Beer On Tap

19 South 5th Ave.

252-9300

FREE ON CAM PUS DELIVERY
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but many new administrators assumed offices
Editor's note: One of the
meful things done du.ring
summen Is the rethaflllng of
cam.pm poaltloo1. Old Mf.
mlnlatraton are shuffled oat
and new onea 8ll their place.
SCS la no different.
The followlag la a brief
1ynopsls of poeldon cbanget
that occurred over Sam.mer

Academic Affairs V-P

in 1969. At the time he
accepted the new position ,
part of his funds were

assumes position

re~l:~ed
men' s basketball coach.

!fJ1 Gr:::t:'r;ue

David Johnson, chosen to
the vacated academic
affairs vice-presidency last
winter, assumed control of the
post July 1. He replaced
Lowell Gillett who was serving
as acting vice-president.

Former instructor

fill

1976.

Ex-SCS ad min istrator

fills Hays' position
The promotion of Garry
Hays to chancellor of the state
university system left his
vice-chancellor spot vacant .
Former SCS speech department chairperson Emily Hannah was appointed to fill the

.named new chancellor
Garry Hays, who has served
'5 vice-chancellor for acade-

as

Minority culture
director leaves
Jim Kitchen, director of the
minority culture center and
assistant to the vice-president
for academic affairs, left SCS
to accept an administrative
position at the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas.

faculty in 1963 as a
mathematics professor. She
n6w is in charge of the largest
of SCS's five colleges, Jjberal
arts and sciences consisting of
17 depa,t,m.ent s and 14
programs.

mic affairs · for the state
university system since 1971,
replaced Chancellor G. Theo-

dore Mitau June 1~.

)'··

Basketball coach
new athletic di rector
• ·· Jfohnson taught and admnistrated at Luther College in
Decorah, Iowa, and East
Strousburg State College in
Pennsylvania before coming to

scs.

Math instructor

Head basketball coach Noel
Olson was named men•S
athl etic director June 29. He
succeeded Rod Anfenson who
quit following budgetary
hassles with the Student
Activities Committee.
Olson has been basketball
coach and assistant athletic
director since he came to SCS

now liberal arts dean
Hays was assistapt vice•.
president for academic affairs
at SCS fro~ 1966-68. He was
chosen for the chancellorship
over two other finalists May
18.

.

Judge Miles Lord

Louise Johnson was named
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences by a search
mmittee July 1. She served
in the assistant's position tli'e
last two years.
Johnson joined the SCS

~lco~~

position June 12 .
Hannah is the first woman
to serve in a vice-chancellor
position for the system.

Denmark program

to teach at SCS

director named

U.S. District Judge Miles
Lord, known for his controversial handling of the Reserve
Mining case, will teach a
cou rse in management this fall
at SCS.
The course. en titled ' 'Respons ibiliti es: Business /
Society/Law" will examine
business with profit as its only
goal. Lord's teach ing is part of
the Executive-in-Residence
program the College of
Business sponsors .

(;:,

affirmative action coordinator
for the school and will help
establish guidelines for a
systemwide affirm ative action
plan.
No one has been named to
fill his directorship at SCS.

Kenton Frrihrip. music
instructor. was named director
of the . Dcnmal'k program for
1976-77 June 20.
Frohrip said his goa l is to
keep the SCS 1>rogram in
Aalborg from being just an
extension of the SCS campus.
H~,$a id he will try 10 get
stucl.ents completely involved
in European culture.

.SCSU STUDENTS

5Ws Bash and ~&O's·
,ock & Rosll e~.IY · Fr1da1 and atufda,

-

Gr«nite Book
& -,Bible Douse
.,.__
__

-117 Fifth Ave~ue Southacross from the Public Library

Inspirational:

,
1111111.

"'"

.,,..'._..

-

Boqks
Posters
Gifts
Records
Tapes
.

Call Us I

Wed~ing Service

252-3025

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR THE
BOOK EXCHANGE

~~

'hl

.....,..

jJ
Friday, Sept. 10
Bring in Books 1-5

I-

..,,..

l\jonday, Sept. 13
.-llring in Books'
9-5
Buy bo9ks
Tuesday, Sept. 14
Bring In Books
Buy Books
9-5
Wednesday, Sept. 15
Bring In Books
9-5
Buy Books
Thursday, Sept. 16
Pick up Money
~ .c - for Sold Books
Pick up Unsold
9-5
books.
Friday, Sept. 17
Pick up Money for
9-~ .
Sold Books
Pick up Unsold·
books.

,d e

HERBERT ROOM
Mon. 20th. 6-9
Lost book claims

Alumni director in contact with 25,000 grads
By VIC . EWSON

Scholarships, ranging from
1,000 apiece, are
awarded each year by the
Alumni Association. A scholarship committee makes the
final decision who will get
what, when they will get it and
how much they will receive,
according to Kisch.
"Last spring, we posted
announcements on bulletin
boards all over campus and in
the financial aids office telling
of the schotat"Ships we had
available arid gave information how and where to pick up
application forms," Kisch
said. "The cutoff date was the
end of May, when the
committee studied each application."

S100 to

Organizing alumni gettogethers is made easy by the
good feeling SCS graduates
le-ave with, according to Dick
Kisch, alumni affairs director.
"SCS alumni are proud of
their education, they were
treated well by their faculty
and left with a good feeling;
that's really important,"
; Kisch said.
Based in the Alumni House
at the southwest corner .of the
: Admtnistration
Building,·
•Kisch directs 14 committees
· responsible for maintaining
contact with 25 ,000 living
alumni.
. In exchange for services
given by the Alumni Association, Kisch said he, in turn,
asks the alumni for help .
•'We break it down into four

Kisch stressed the scholarships are for aU classes,
ranging
from
beginning
freshmen to seniors finishing
with student teaching or an
internship.
· "We hate to have
a
scholarship go unused. We
began this program in 1972
and have expanded upon it
since. One of my personal
goals is to add more
scholarships," Kisch said.
Scholarships are one of the
most popular ways for alumni
to give back to the school
something of value when they
are financially able, according
to Kisch.
"There are some alumni out
there wondering how they can

give a portion of their life 's
savings to their alma mater. I
send out many letters telling
them that the alumni office is
the channel to work through,''
he added.
"A young student can
benefit from developing an
association with the Alumni
Association. One of the people
who serve on the board is a
student. That student is
invited to all the functions· the
Alumni Association takes part
in. That student has the
opportunity to meet alumni,
whether a school superintendent, a medical doctor or the
president of a corporation. It's
a great chance to have that
student meet people who can
help him later, ' ' Kisch said.
The Alumni House is used
regularly to house campus
guests, alumni and non-alumni alike. Student groups also
use the facilities·•fbr parties.
' 'The fraternities and soront1es have used this house
for their get-togethers,

,~:~~al~y~lp!r~ ~::~~~!~t
and with public relations,"
Kisch said.
.
Because SCS was a
teacher's college for many
years, many alumni teach in
Minnesota's high schools,
according to Kisch. Those
teachers, having good feelings .
,-bout SCS, advise their pupils
to attend SCS. Kisch said this
.)"Ork-of-inouth helps increase
~CS enrollment.
' Kisch added #that the
~gislature has beeD. very good
1~ SCS in recent years. New
and increased encan be directly
to good relationbetween alumni and
siate legislators, according to

!~!·.

ask all our alumni to

.5peak positively on behalf of ·
'.§_CS. For thC most part they
~t it's my philosopliy that if
t}tey fee.I ~ o u t: SCS.
they're ~ o- Speak
P'Ositively .,.in our \jehal(; _send
uS their students;· act
J)Olitically for us and sul)port
us .financiallr,~• Kisch said.

first thing people see as they
stained glass winoow imbedded in the
one of many antiques in the house, a

layering a g
sual-campus

-
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alcoholic
get-togethers,"
Kisch specified. ' 1The student
homecoming committee used
this house for orgainizational
meetings.''
The administration of the
Alumni Association has
changed since Kisch took over
in 1972. Previously, the
association had been a
dues-paying
organization ,
with many members wondering what they received for
their dues, according to Kisch.
"We weren 't really giving
them anything, we weren't
sending them anything. Instead of requiring annual
dues, we told them, 'Why
don't you financially support
SCS with a gift?' Since gifts to
institutions of higher education are tax deductable and
dues are- not, it caught on,-'-.'
Kisch said.
Kisch said one ,oL his
always~continuing g»iS. . to
"bring more alumni back into
the fold."
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Ceult UMUICORe-G'UUUL Ope,wcg

UMdeJt Kew. fft~~ Kewbj R ~
We'ite fuwucg im all wm ~ I
Sei,WIWelt 12 - 19
Sept. 12 2 Bar Drinks $1 2-12
Sept. 13 10c Beer 8-1
,,
Sept. 14 25c Schlitz Malt Liquor 8-9:30 (Door Prizes Given
Away)
Sept. 15 2 bat<-drinks $1 All Nite'Sept. 16 AJI The Beer You&,Can Drink $2.50 ~M
Sept. 17 25c Country Club Malt Liquor 8-9 (Door Prizes Given
Away)
Sept. 18 10c beer 4-9
Sept. 19 2 bar drinks for $1 2-12

..:·,"
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Music by TAMARAC
Sunday thru Sunday

c.e ut cwl afaJd ~~ tb 11ew. aclced ym wUlt o. ~
Treat _Y ourself To Tastefully
Seasoned Mexican Foods
Using Authentic
Mexican Spices

ALWAYS

SUPER-DELICIOUS,

* Tacos

* Softshells
* Burritos
* Be,ef.·Burrltos

* Tostadas

* Beef T9!J-adas
* Enchiladas

* Taco Burgers

* Refried

SPECIAL
~• Friday and Saturday!
·. Ou.r Famous Hardshell,·

Beans
;Texas Chill ~
App!, Grande
,. · OPEN DAILY ~,Coke
Milv- 11 a.m. to 1_1 p.m. • Dr. Pepper

*

*

*·

Friday & Saturday 'W I a.m.

TACOS

3 130 NORTH 10TH -AVENUE
. (Just behind the Germain Hotel)
Phone 25 1-3000
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Working with legislature
main job for SCS V-P
By VIC ELLISON

Terry M:mtgomery, vice--JjteJident for university
relations and assistant to the president, says his
primary job is oorking with the legislature.
·

I-

t,

Bridgeman
1ce cream .i'ine Food
3350 W. DitJision St.
~-Z4Vre ·Shopping Center

Working with different
offices at SCS and the
legislature during sessions is
the main job of Terry
Montgomery, vice-president
for university relations.
Coordinating actions with
career planning and placement, high school and
community college relations,
information services, development and alu mni affairs
often brings Montgomery in
contact with students, he said.
He is also an assistant to the
president.
"I view my function as the
overall publiq.relations coordinator for the institution,"
Montgomery said. ''It breaks
down into public information,
legislative relations and congressional relations."
Montgomery spends the
majority of his time during
legislative sessions in St. Paul
working with the lawmakers.
"One of my major responsibilities is working with
individual legislators and the
leadership, attempting to
secure adequate appropriations for the operation of our
university, ' '
Montgomery
said.
Montgomery said he was
not satisfied with successes
achieved last session. SCS
obtained the NSP land south
of campus it had requisitioned
for, but did not receive funds
to build an addition to
Halenbeck Hall.
"It was a major disappoint-

ment for us not to get the
Halenbeck addition," Montgomery said. "Hopefully, it
will be appropriated next time
it is brought up."
Montgomery said he realizes state legislator,:; are
hesitant to fund mon-.:y for
buildings, particularly in
higher education, but believes
SCS has a different case than
others.
"SCS's case is an unusual
one ;" he said. "We are
a growing, viable institution,
which needs the addition.
"The success we're having
is significant. Last year, in
terms of total students, we
were up about tq _p_ercent. In
·terms of FTE's · (Full Time
Equivalency's) we are up
about five percent-a sig nificant increase. As of this week,
we are running about 350
students above last year's
freshmen
and
transfer
group."
The forecasted 10 percent
enrollment increase for this
fall wou ld put SCS over 12,000
students for the first time . a
sign to the legislature of an
effective operation, according
to Montgomery.
"The vitality and strength
of our institution is the key to
our success. We have seen
that our graduates have had
great progress out in the
field.'' Montgomery said.
SCS is not so bogged down
in red tape that high
administrators can not talk
with students, according to
Montgomery .

''A ll of our offices do things
for students. If one person
can't help a student, they
know who can. Either way, we
get an answer for him
quickly," he added.
Montgomery attributed a
sense of self-confidence students develop, in part, to
Student Life and Development.
"They have done a great job
of establishing an esprit de
corps through recreational and
social programs. Self-confidence is a contagious thing.
When you deal with someone,
they feel
it and are
:~J~ured,''

M o ~~;'

Montgomery said his advice
to new students would be to
hit the books hard the first
quarter, because it will be a
hard one.
"I guess it's traditional
advice-I hope they devote a
.lot of time the first quarter to
serious educational business.
SCS is a big institution and
becomes rather complex. It 's
important not to get behind,"
he said. "It may sound trite,
but we want them around
J:iere."
If the first quarter i.s , too
much :·for a student. Mont•
gomery said the first stop
should be the cou nseling
office.
"Don't wait until it's too
late. No one at SCS is
unwilling to help," Mont•
gomery advised.
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Rick off the new school year with a

LA-LA PALOOZA
A combination of pineapple slices ..
- che rri es, 8 scoops of assorted ice
cream ..a whole banana, double serv ing of nuts. ggrierous amounts of
3 toppings. whipped cr:?am and a.cherry on top . Eat it all and get a ..,,
medal.

LA-LA PAlflOZA JR.
A chip off the old blod(f6r cowards

Hours 11 A.M. to 11 P.M.
7 Days a Week

f

fe~!uring:
'
Pizza
Lasagna
Spaghetti

*

Submarines
Hamburgers
Fishwiches

Breasted ~
Shrimp
Jgp Beer

ken]

WELCOME STf..!DENiS/ _,,__

The first week of school, have a tap on us
with your meal.

Open daily 11 a.m.-2:30· a.m.
110 South 5th Avenue

or call

252-4540
for free on-campus
delivery

---
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Attempt to hold prices down
made at University Bookstore .
By VIC EWSON
One's first impression at
entenng the University Bookstore 15 secunty You can be
S!;lte you will spend a lot of
money.
The price of text books has
gone up with the cost of
everything e(se, according to
the store's manager Toy
Ward. She and he ·husband
Dick run the bookstore,
located in . Stewart Hall 's
basement.
" We try to get used books
to defray the cost," Ward
said. "Used books are sold for
75 percent of the new ones .
There is no getting around it:
books are expensive. But $0 is
beer, cfothcs and tuition."
,!"P,--..__, Since book costs are so
high , the Wards do everything
in their power to prevent
mistakes by students when
buying books. A list is hung
next to each row of books,
letting students know which·
instructor ordered which book.
"For instance, these psychology 121 books," Ward
said, pointing at numerous
titles. "There arc nine
different books, but tpch
teacher only requires one ."
if a mistake is made, Ward
said the book.store will give a
fu11 refund to the student,
providing the book is
unmarked and a receipt
accompanies it .
The bookstore has undergone many cosmetic changes
in the past year, adding new
signs to more easily identify
departm en t areas . Extra
checkout lines have sped
service during peak business
times, such as t h ~ of
the quarter , accordin~to
Ward.
" The longest a student will
have to wait now is 20
minutes," Ward said. She
advised students to use the
book.store before the first day
of classes, when there is less
of a crowd.

The Umvers1ty Bookstore Anyone 1s free to browse
not only deals m texts. b}lt through the current ordermg
cames the largest selection of hst and pick out a book
extra readmg of any other
"There are not many book
state umvers1ty bookstore, stores who will special order
Ward said.
for just one copy, many
Ward said the store does a require at least five," Ward
brisk business in novelty said.
items , such as SCS sweatAnother service of the
shirts and mugs. A corner of bookstore that students find
the store is fi11ed With items, invaluable, according to
liberally interspersed with the Ward, is the postal station.
SCS emblem.
Rather than walking downWard mentioned students town to mail •p ackages,
·can save money by buying and students can simply go to
selling books at the student• Stewart Hall, Ward said.
run Student Book Exchange,
The University B'X>kstore
sponsored · by the Student will remain open until 8 p.m.
Senate. But the safeguards during the first two weeks of
built _into the ~kstorC~ classes to accomodate in~pcraJ1on do not exist at the creased business, Ward said.
exchang~ .
... .Normal closing ti~ ·.for the
"H the book is on ouc. shelf, rest of the year will be S p.m.
it is what the instructor wants
The Atwood Short Stop, also
now," Ward said. " The books owned by Wards, will be open
at the book exchange could be afternoons during weekends,
five years old and you can't since the bookstore is closed.
getyoumoneybackonthem. '' The Shortstop contains cards
Ward will special order a and stationery, not the wide
book for a student if the text boot supply of the
studenf' .-$ishes, ·she said. bookstore.

I
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University Bookstore lvlanager Toy Ward.

The Contino
Welcome Back
Students and Faculty
. Join us for our_
Special Food Nites
Chicken Nite 5-10 Tues. $1.25
Fish Nite 5-10 Thurs $1.00

Play in our air _
conditioned Game

Room: -

"' -Po~I
Foosball
Pinball
And More

Happy Hour 5-9 Everynite
Free popcorn
Noon Lunches
Register for our
Pool Tournaments
Don't want krsit In a bar
buy at Southtown Liquor
-Y

Mon.-Sat. · a:00-1 :00
Sun: 12:00-1 :00
Telephone: 251-9617

. : .:. :-~:;
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Student Life V-P oversees
student services, problems
By VIC ELLISON
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Dave Sprague, vice-president for Student Life and Development, oversees all
student services at SCS.

Some administrators at SCS
deal with students only in
passing, in an emergency, or
as a last resort . Dave Sprague
is not that kind of administr.ator.
The well-being of students
is the only concern- of the
vice-president for student life
and development. As the title
indicates, student problems
are Sprague's problems.
Sprague is the overseer of
such student-oriented services
_,.,.as the counseling service, the
Atwood student service,
student activities, financial
aids, housing, the health
service and the new student
lav,ryer.
"It is my duty to make sure
all
the ,.•.services
run
smoothly," Sprague said.
Sprague is quick to mention
that arriving at a student
opinion is almost impossible,
since there are so many
students at SCS.
An area Sprague has been
working on this summer has
been _ getting
freshmen
thr,o ugh registration and
orientation. The mission was a
joint one with academic
affairs, Sprague said.
Among Sprague's daily
duties include sitting on 20
committees, either in an ad
hoc or ex-officio capacity. One
of the committees taking the
most of Sprague's time is one
of the newest, of which
Sprague is chairperson-the

joint performance committee
for faculty salary increases.
Another of the committees
Sprague sits on is the Student
Activities Committee (SAQ.
Sprague said SAC will have to
be restructured to be in
compliance with the faculty
cpntr.act signed last spring.
It has been proposed SAC
be structured with administrative services personnel
and professional support
personnel," Sprague said.
"Of course the majority of
members would still be
students." SAC is responsible
for allocation of funds
diversted through activity
fees.
SAC wil also include two
ex-officio members this fall,
according to S~rague. The
business mana~'1)tesently
Nick Lafontaine , said the
assistant vice-president for
admnistrative affairs, presently Cris Kelley, will be
given voting status on the
committee.
One of Sprague's goals is to
cut down student attrition
through increased counseling.
Sprague cited the counseling
service for changing to fit
students' needs in recent
years. Sprague said he would
advise students to seek help
there before "giving up.
"This operation wil\ be
proactive rather than re,.
active," Sprague emphasized.
"We would like to think and
plan ahead rather than put out
fires as they start."

Welcome.SCS Students
from

TOIILYANO'S
._,

engagemenl ring gives
you contemporary styling
at an appealing price,
yet maintains Orange
Blossom ·s line reputalion
of superior quality. lrom $150

PRINCESS CASCADE

RENAISSANCE

Pizza, Ravloll, Sandwlcbea
Homemade Spaghetti and Luagna

NEW HOURS (:¥' Open 11 a.m.
Mon.-Fri.

Downtown
On The Mall

Serving noon lunches
along with om regular menu.

pitcher of any beverage 50' with a pizz
every Wednesd.a y, starting September 8.
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Coordinating dean's actions
job pf new vice-president
By VIC EWSON
Working with

th e seven

deans and coordinating their
' actions is the primary goal of
. SCS's academic affairs vice~ president, according to David
Johnson, who took over the
position July 1.
"The job description refers
to just about anything and
everything that seems to be
happening at the university,' '
Johnson said. "My major
responsibility is to work with
the deans and provide
leadership for the future
educational development of
the university."
Another of Johnson's duties
is t<> screen applications for
facul{y positions. Johnson said
~~- he believes this is one of the
most important jobs he has at
the university.
" The most important decisions we make js who will be
teaching at the university?
Most of them are young and
will be teaching to the next 30
years, given the labor market.
There's no one moving out ,"
Johnson said.
"Checking to make certain
we are really getting toppight
people I think is perhaps my
inajor responsibility. To work
with the deans who, in turn,
work with the departments is
a\so important. lt is my
conviction that SCS should
insist on nothing but the best
people from the best graduate
programs , " he added.
Johnson said the cha nces
for growth and elrpansion at
SCS ar~ excellent because of

its proximity , size . complexity see more stuq,ents taking
advantage of internship possi•
and faculty salary scale.
··some new degree pro• bilities and education abroad.
· ' I hope the strong
grams we are working on will
be very important. We are groundwork Robert Frost has
laid
for the establishment of
being presses by the chancellor 's office to present overseas campuses will con suggested programs that tinue, " ~he said. Frost is the
require special funding from director of the international
the legislature," Johnson studies department. \
said.
Johnson 's advice to incomBecause of the scope of his ing students, both freshmen
position, Johnson said he is and transfer students, ·is to
forced to work through deans keep options open.
more than he works with
"Don't panic into too early a
individual departments. There determination of majors.
would not be enough time There are some exceptions,
otherwise: he said.
such as math, where you have
Despite the time limitat\on , to decide earlr to get the
Johnson said it would bN ...1 sequence. But m most fields,
"complete abdication of his it is certainly not the case.
duties•~ not to have time to·· " Most people ...ac,-. indeed
meet with students. -· ·
change majors. Also, one has
"'It's just a question of how to remember there is a big
to listen most effectively. The difference in one 's major field
most pioductive is to meet and a job," Johnson said.
with members of the academic
affairs committee of the
Student ·senate," Johnson

••(~ir~~lre

will be effective
student government, it has to
be because the administration
wants to wort with them. I do. ·
"Obviously, when someone
comes to talk with me to get
my advice I have to advise.
But often it turns out I refer
them to Dean •· ·· or
Chairperson -···," Johnson
said.
Johnson said some of the
plans for the future, which he
hopes to have input in, are
establishing more inter-de•
part ~
and inter-college
majors. He would also like to

•.

·tui..YJMkleLorenlz

David Johnson, vice-president for academic affairs.

Administrator works with physical plant
By VIC ELIJSON

William Radovich , vice•
president for administrative
affairs. is one of a few
administrators that have little
contact with students. And
Radovich believes the less the
better.
"My function in dealing
with students is very limited ,"
Radovich said. "If I begin
dealing with students about
student concerns, it is an
indication to me something is
breaking down with my
directors. The less I see of
Students, the better things are
going."
Radovich said his primary
duties evolve around manag•
ing such diverse offices as
Auxiliary Services, the Administrative Computer Service, the Business office and
the Personnel office.
"Auxiliary Services and the
Business offic_E_ is where there
is the most stuc!Cnt contact,"
Radovich said. •• Auxiliary
Services involves the physical
plant, the buildings, pariing
l_ and security. With the student
in mind, we have a lot of
contact with students there. "
One problem Radovich Said
~e may handle emiQd.ting from

Auxiliary Services would be if
a student wanted a parking
ticket void, but Director Tom
B:raun thought it was not
wananted. Radovich is the
next person in the chain of
command for complaints.
"'After that, I suppose the
individual could go to the
president," Radovich said. "I
get involved in establishing
the regulations for parking,
for instance , but I will not
administer them.'' .
Some of the projects
Radovich is working on at the
moment include the transfer
of the NSP land to SCS,
establishing a hard-surfaced,
fenced, lit parking area behind
Halenbeck Hall , and planning
the budget for the next
biennium.
One of Radovich's primary
concerns, like so many other
SCS administrators, is obtain-

MOVIE-SIZE TV
~.~~

s:..::-::.~:~,1 :'i' ::~=-~-~if:.~::lalllH, 1lpon )'Our ••-H•
·Y

Tho G,...,nc:t R - Si.It

E•t-• •

TRANSMISSIONS &
AIR CONDITIONING

PHONE: 251:9867
1601 SOUTH FIJIST STREET
ST. CWUD, MINN. 56301

~·-

Com• IN our Oi""1 Vldec,- ci,uor TV. 11'1 lour r,y tlo•INI M<1 lt'a

MAJOR & MINOR REPAIRS

William Radovich, vice-president for administrative
affairs, has little mntact with students.

ing funding for the proposed
Halenbeck addition .
"There is a great need for a
fieldhouse because of our very
seasonal climate, which limits
time for outdoor activities. I
feel there is a good case to be
made for the Halenbeck
addition," Radovich said.
Despite his somewhat
removed position from students, Radovich has been ap
involved administrator, sitting
on committees ranging from
the parking and bookstore
fund committees to the
student activities and campus
plannin~ committees.
"My door
is
never
closed-that is a practice I
have with my units,"
Radovich said. "Students may
discus~ soth"ething with me in
general and I will direct them
to talk with the director for
specifics."

I· I

wum,.• -• i. S--lt
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BURSCH

TRAVEL AGENCY
wmain

f-bte/

251-3050

European Youth Air Fares
Eurail Pass
"AU Your Travel Needs"

Crossroads Shopping Center

St. Cloud

Open 10 'Iii ~-p .m . weekdays. Saturday 9:30 'Iii 6 p .m .

PREMISE
•

DORM ROOMS A RE TOO SM'At.L FOR LA RGE
COM PONENT SOU ND SYSTEMS.

fWl!!li.

.

Crowded dormitories provide
convenience, activities
By VIC EWSON
Dormitory Jiving has both
good poi nts and bad ,
according ·to director of
residence hall programming
Mike Hayman, but the good
far outweighs the bad .
The closeness to campus
a nd the co nve ni e nce of
wallcin e to cl ass·es are the
main reasons students live in
dormitories, Hayma n said .
But things like the help
pro\'ided by staff members
and the attractiveness of the
food service also cou nt.
" The benefits of on-campus
living are tangible-that is
one reason the dorms are
filled to capacity," Hayman
said. " It used to be cheaper to

the Inter Reside nce Hall
Association (IRHA) , a programming body for residence
hall occupants.
"lRHA is given money from
our budget," Hayman said.
· "I 'm the advisor and help
them plan what may be
successful progra ms. They are
nowhere near MEC (Major
Events Council) and don't try
to be."
So me of the e ve nt s
sponsored by IRHA include a I
Ha llowee n party, a room
decorating contest and beginning Sept. 17, Welcome Week
1976, designed to let new
freshmen students have fun
through a dance, concert,
_p.twood Night, a rolle r skating
party, a barbeque and other

Hayman's changes may
have been influ enced by a
Student Senate task force that
studied the role of the
Resident Ass istant last spring.
The task fo rce recomme nded
more of a co un se lor 's
approach than a disciplineaction approach. Hayman
agrees.
"We can only go so far and
still stay within the laws of the
state," Hayma n said . "But if
a stude nt makes a mistake, we
will not come down hard on
him."
Another of Hayman's ideas
he will try to implement this
fa ll is the creation of a "Face
to Face" series between
himself and disgruntled dorm
occupant s. Students with

- ~:=i~~:;:p~: 1~t•d~scos::!
increased proportionately with
housing in St. Cloud. I'm not
so sure that argument can be
used anymore."
Hayman said he admits
some students ca n get by
campus, but he questions the
adequacy of the accomodation s 8.nd diet .
" lt just goes along with
wha t we h ave a lways
said-dorm living is not for
everyone," Hay man added.
Each dormitory has its own
governmental structure known
as hall councils, Hayman said.
Members of hall councils
make up the membership. of

. hag:;~;~~e a;r~:a:a:zi~ons
dormitory living is not for
eve r yone is the liqu or
proh ib ition. accordin g to
Hayman. The ru le prohibiting
possession a nd consu mption
in the halls will be e nforced
again , but the re will be
changes in th e way the
problem is handl ed.
"From now· on, we will try.
to solve the drinking problem
using the behavioral approach ,"
Hayma n
said.
"Once we determine the
cause of the problem, we step
in and try to solve it . There
have been subtle changes
made in policy decisions."

~~~~!ai;~:o~:~ hc~vaen:~:sb~ .,.
throw questions at Hayman in
a group discussion atmosphere. He said he hopes to
hold the " Face to Face"
sessions in a large publ ic area,
such as the Atwood Theatre.
The Housing offi ce. located
in Carol Hall. will be ke pt
ope n late Tuesdays a nd
Thursdays and someti mes
weekends to better meet th e
needs of st udents . accordi ng
to Hayman.
'·The whole key is for the
students to come to the man
who can solve the problern-me ,.. Hayman said.

EVEN IF IT IS ALL AN ILLUSION
IT'SAN ...

-

EXc~".:DsoUND QUA LITY CAN ONLY BE
AC HIEVED S'yLARGE CO MPONENTS.

CONCLUSION

llent •·

STUDENTS LIVING IN DORMS MUST SACR IF ICE
SOUND FOR SPACE.

So It's llot The Ontological Argument And It
V\bn't Get You an " A " In PhilO&Jphy. The

ddition to a dream.-

.J\:Jint Is, It Is An Argument That Your Senses
can Definitely Prove IM'ong.

• Sensl-bass speakers with bass
enrich ing passive radiator
• Full y automatic belt driven single
play 1urnta~1,.
• Magnetic cartridge with diamond
stylus

Question

Viscous-damped to~arm cueing

If Sterei 1's neN EX-IM is turned on and
there is no one there to perceive it how can you
be sure it is actually there delivering fine
music. "Wly I' ll use the built-in 8 track
reoorder and tape it and play it back later," you
Sti1!j .

•

,,.

HA! This can also be argued. _§yl y,oo cares?
The point is, so can fNe,:y aspect of audio. So
come to Sll:REO 1 and let your ears be the

judge.
SEE US FIRST...

I

COME SE~ THE EX SERIES:

"It's a Sony."
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Eight .3M
executives
to teach .
SCS class

KING KOIN CAR WASH
East & West
SELF SERVICE
CARS & TRUCKS
OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK 7 AM TO 9 PM
Attendant On Duty

..•

now 2 locatlona1905 Division
TEL . 251-9&40

Eight execut ives from
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. (3M) will be
sharing marketi ng ideaas with
students in a new business
course at SCS this fall.
The business men will draw
from their corporate exper•
iences to lead eight sessions in
the course, entitled "marketing policies and procedures."

St. G•rm ■ ln, Jutt nat
of WIIIIOn ·Av•.
TEL. 251-1886

NATIONAL BUS,H~N!.
--

IF WE D0S~ .•

ZAPP.
.... ,.

elude:
John Reese, vice
president for building service
and cleaning product s dill;siog; Ross Garrett , executive
director of staff marketing
services; Joe Kendall, mana•
ger for corporate marketing
inform ation and planning
services; Don Brown, consu•
mer marketing research su•
pervisor; Bob Gorence, mar•
keting manager for personal
care products and commercial ·
tape division; Ken- Brown ,
market superv isor in hard•
ware•paint trades division;
Bill Gearheart , mal}!ger for
corporate marketi~
is
and systems; and Mife-s
Nelson, manager for marketing communications.
Registration for the class
will be conducted from 5•6:30
p.m. Monday in room 118,
Admini s trative Services
Building. The course may be
tak e n fo r g rad uate or
undergraduate credit.

FREE CHECKING
l<eep $25 on ice wrth
us anct c~k all 'PJ
wa~t Lo~est ~ ...

.,..

9uwement in -town.

ContJnaed &om page l

may have, Graham said. In all
offices across the campus,
those working in them are
there for the studentr.
"Studcnts should seek 4)Ut
people and offices where they
can get help, " Graham said .
" It is most disturbing to me if
a student does not look for
help when he needs it. It
shows poor maturity and
intelligence.
"We are in the business of
assisting student s. If lhey run
into difficu lties, I hope th ey
will let us help the m."

IT

MACHINE SHOP SERVICE

251-3221

. ~ 'J~1:7J:ess: !e~~=igt~edt~:

Grat,am

;l~~~;l~;~~~-~~~ET

Standard Brand Products
For Cars Trucks Industrial Use

~;:;f• real world.' of marketing and
to stimulate students' interest
in marketing as a career, ' '
sai d Winst on Stahlecker,
professor of marketing and

general business. Stahlecker
proposed and will coordinate
th e class which begins at 6
· p.m. Monday.
Executives from 3M in•

!!DPARTS CD.

12 1 • 29th A... ft.,. Soud.

:

1

TAPP

,,11,

NATIONAL BANK

252-5462
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Campusarea parking regulations changed
By VIC !!LIJSON

Solving parting problems .
and maintaining security at
SCS is the primary. job of
Auxiliary Services Director
Tom Braun.
Parking, always a headache
for the campus community,
occupies much of Braun's
time. Some students, after
beingtagged,cometoBraun's
office in an attempt to void the
ticket. It is his decisionwhether the student has a
valid argument':"We really only void under
two circumstances," Braun
5!0-d. "If the person was given
misinformation from someone
on the street, or if there was
•an error by the officer, then
we can void the ticket.
th:·~i°~:1~: 1;:rj:!tC:;

t::~t ui::

~;::vis sh~~ld
regulations," he added.
This fall, there is a
better-than-average chance
students other than incoming
· freshmen will be tagged for
not knowing the regulations.
Many of the posted areas have
been changed over the
summer.
Lot C., previously used
mainly by dormitory students,
will be a commuter ; t with

overnight parking prohibited.
Those who used Lot C fol
week-long storage will no
tonger be able to, Braun said.
"We've had cars that sat in
Lot C for months," Braun
said. "You could tell the ones
that did from the snow on
them. We got quite a bit of
criticism from the neighbors
around Lot C when they would
sec those cars stored.''
Last winter, in a move to
eliminate the "snowbirds,"
the Student Senate passed a
regulation not to allow parking
in Lot C between 1-S p.m.
Saturday's. Braun said the
ruling moved a few cars, but
not enough.
Another change will be the
elimination of the one row of
student parting from the lot

:~r!fSU::i~
!:!

side

S~=

.: l~~:::i:~
0 :.w is ~~w
No parting anytime will be
enforced on First Ave. for the
coming year. The street in
frotit of Garvey Commons and
Mitchell and Benton Halls had
~pen parting on weekends.
Large vehicles, such as buses
ane :·ftre trucks had complained they could not drive
down the street with cars
there, so the regulation was
changed.

Auxiliary Services Di~or Tom Braun's"major problem is parking.
"Newman Center didn't
lite it, because there is not
much room for people to park
now, but the city didn't have a
choice," Braun said. "The
emergency vehicles have tO
get through.''
One parting change seems
to benefit the student. Streets
that border public property
(either SCS or city property)

no longer has the four-hour
maximum time limit. The only
regulations on these streets is
the normal every-other•day
moving rule.
Streets bordering residential areas still maintain the
four-hour limit, at the request
of the residents, Braun said.
A proposal by students last
spring to extend parting limits
from four to eight hours was
voted down by a special city
parking committee, Braun
said. Braun chaired the
committee.
''We weighed the choices of
sii: or eight hour parking and
ended up with a compromise, " Braun said . "We toot
away some of the lots from the
dorm students and gave them
some of the streets. And we
took away some of the streets
from the commuters and gave
them a lot."
One of the alternatives for
dormitory students is to park

8£:O>XCCOX~'Y..C+:.+:::•.::o.>:::~:1::•.::<C,Jp
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With enrollment still on the
rise, and the park.ing crunch
expected to worsen, Braun
said he would advise those
students who did not need
their cars to leave them at
home.
''The best advice J can give
is if you really don_'t need a
car, don' t bring it, " Braun
said. "There are a lot of kids
coming to ·school that really
need it and it makes it harder
on them."

...
Welcome..
Students
From Your Friendly

w
~

M
~
w
~

.Beer

Location : Downstairs N~man Cen~ .
(1 block North of-Mitchell Hall

)II,'

~

s

Hours: Mon. -Fri. 11:00 a.m.-1 :30 a.m.
Sat-Sun. 6:00-°l:30 a.m.
Free Delivery Service

a~

in the unpaved lots behind
Halenbect Hall, Braun said.
Security men patrolling the
lots last year cut crime and
vandalism to nearly zero.
Plans for the coming year
include leaving the security in
the lots.
As of now, the Halenbect
lots are not lighted, paved or
fenced , but administrators
have expressed plans to do an
three as soon as funds arc

R
Call 253-2131

25$ & Div St.
Open 11 A.M. to 11 P.M.
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SLAG lawyer
not ~hosen,
to be late

CJ)

~ , : :·

A student-funded lawyer to
handle student-related business has not been selected yet
and will probably not take the
position until the end of
September, according to Lee
Graczyk, , student services
coordinator for the Student
Senate.
Originally intended to take
the office Sept. 1, the delay is
due to waiting for highly
qualified candidates to pass .
their
bar
examinations ,
Graczyk said. The original list
of applicants has been
reduced to seven, four of
~
not yet members of

. ;:~::e

Gr3czyk said it is just a
matter of taking the test, that
the applicants are expected to
pass.
" Three are graduates of the
University of Minnesota , of
which about 85 percent pass
the bar," Graczyk said. " The
other is from Billy Mitchell ,
where about 65 percent pass. "
The Student Legal Assistance Center· was fund ed
510,000 la s t s print, to
.purchase the services of a
lawyer.

rn
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Satellite receiving station
erected near St. Cloud
St. Cloud is e ntering the
space age this month.
No, there will be no m000
shots from Scl.te Field-instead, a 17,000 pound satellite
receiving station has been
erected and is now opera•tional. Called "Earth Station"
·by its - aeators at General
Television, the huge receiver
will bring first-run movies,
specials and live sporting
events from New York to St.
Coud and the surrounding
area.
Earth Station is the se<:ond
of its kind in Minnesota, the
other located in Rochester.
Another is due to be built in
Fergus Falls later in Scptem-

run the Cinema ID series since
last fall , has now dumped the
all-movie format and gone to a
subsidiary of Ttm.e Inc. , caffed
Home Box Office, or HBO .
HBO will be offered to cable
subscribers for an additional
S8 per month, on top of the
intitial cable connection of
about S7 per month.
HBO is not the only thing
the satellite receiv er is
capable of picking up,
according to Jeff Marcus,
assistant to the president of
General Television. Future
plans include buying programming from leading independent stations across the
a:,untry and airing them in St.

~~~tiliti~ar:s

be~eral Television, the
ad~a:g
local 7 bte T. V. outlet that has tions are unlimited .

Located south of St . Cloud
in Maple Lake, the receiver is
capable of stealing signals
from seven different satellites,
including those broadcastin1
in French &om Canada,
Marcus said.
There is also the possibility
that Twin Cities television
stations may choose to use the
Earth Station to obtain its
signal from Oiicago in the
future. This would remove the
need to send signals over 400
miles by microwave , Marcus
said.
The Earth Station was built
on a large, concrete slab, with
metal runners sunk in the
a:,naete. Every time the

s~ ==~~~:.

T:1:~::~

t~:~~ra~
.. - worker turns the ~ f~t wide . ..

)!"··--•--------------"""-"I rus;: ~~!
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CROSSROADS SHOPPING CENTER
41ST & DIVISION STREET
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 56301

1
t~~n:ee~~s. the
receiver will home in on a

;~:m~~s 0 ; :0 ;;:as~:~

w:; a~ag~
feleviSion came to St. Cloud last week as
$150,<XXl satellite receiver was unveiled to area
11

New Yo,k City. Mmus said
the reason General Television
decided to go with HBO was
the declining
Cinema III.

~
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PHONE: 25Nl121
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promote the HBO series

Convenience Is Just One Of
Many Reasons For Shoppil]I Here!

already aundetway.
Those
on
during
membei-ship
drive
cable will get the ftrst few
HBO broadcasts free, in an

attempt to sell them on' the
series, Mucus said.
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'Mlitney 1-buse (above left) formerly housed the
president's office but is now used by the liberal
arts dean and international studies . The
Math-Science· building (above) was buily in 1971
and contains a planetarium and greenhouse. The
campus Lab school (right) is both and educational
and entertaining place for elementary-aged
children . Benton Hall (below) is the most popular of
SCS 's residence halls , featuring modern ,
apartment-type living. The area between the LRC
and the Administration Building (left) has rece ntly
been landscaped.

----AU\fi.!!~---~
MACRAME ~

-------------~
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Mar,y.Kay
Cosmetics
You and '/1'.)Ur friends are oordially invited
to attend a ninety-minute demonstration of
fllary~y's:93mplete skin care and rrakeup
program.1f"s free and It 's fun!
Wien: Fridays 4 p.m., Saturday 10, 1, 3,
or 5 p.m. thru September.
Wiere:
My home. Transp:irtation
provided.
See what fllary Kay can do for you. You
are in for a pleasant surprise! C,aJ I now to
reserve time.
Sharon 251-1178

------------------·------·
AMIGOS

~, FISHNETS
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THE PRESS BAR

Weleomes Baek Students
Drink Speeials

·

Monday & Wednesday Night
Playing This Week

Live Entertainment
8 Nights A Week

FRESNO
From

Different Band Weekly .
)'

Mbuaeapolls

Corner Of 5TW Ave. And
The
Mall Germain
•t; ···
.

BRAUNS, YOU MAKE
ME LOOK SO GOOD!
-· HELLO, ST. CLOUD STATE!
Br_a un' s is now open at the Crossroads Center
with a dynamite selection of sweaters, coats,
dresses, jumpsuits, denims and more!
r:,,

Use the coupon
below for a
discount on
your choice
ofaw of our
sensational
sweaters! .

. any rellular J)riee

SWEATER
·

with this coupon
before Sept. 30, 1976

BRAUN
S
rCROSSROADS
CENTER
9

I

L--!

~

...................._

.."_..............- ..... - .........._ __

Career, not liberal education
need_
ed, speaker say~
A liberal arts education may
not be what most students
need today, according to H.
Bradley Sage , guest lecturer
at faculty orientation Thurs•
day.

•1. 1n the last 10 years,
specialization has become a
dirty work in education circles,
to the det:flmcnt of the

student, Sagen said.
" It is far better to accept the
upcoming career as part of
education," Sagen said.
''Universities .~ave tried to

stop ·students from speciaJiz.
ing."
Sagen said that by looking
at data, it has been proven the
attrition rate has increased
and the ra.te of performance
has decreased since the strong
push for liberal arts education
began.
"H a student is committed
to a career, he works harder.
Universities should teach a
few things, teach them well
and instruct how it applies to
careers ," Sagen said.

~
,,-~ir-,......-.,ttllt,--,fl-,,._-JL--,~-,.--10

One of the benefits of
specialized education, according to Sagen, is that students
learn to think "in depth." 0cc
they learn the process of
thinking deeply, they can
more easily change areas and
cope with the change
successfully.
'' A minority of graduates
work in the field they were
prepared for. The best
example is teaching. But by
learning to think in one field ,
they will take less training for
the other job," Sagen added.
Sagen said he is careful not
:~:~~:ai~e t:v:~:r~~:tlization,
"There are rapidly di•
minishing returns from spe•
cialiation, likenin1«nt to
overkill.
•'There are rapidly di•
minishing returns from spe•
cialization and practical appli•
cation, such as internships,"
Sagen said. "Continued
overspecialization is bad for
both society and the student."

Students today need a rrore focused education to
get back to specialization, aocording to H. Bradley
Sagen, a speaker at faculty orientation.

.. For tl\GM 111\tll

TT1"1e ~esi@~l1 ~@wti~we

lhead of the CTOwd"

A WHOLE LOT OF FASHION IN
A BRAND NEW BOUTIQUE

O\istian Dior, Givenchy, Playboy, Yves St.
Laurent Pierre Gardin, all mean high fashion ...
oo does, "The Eye Sight Boutique."
An eyewear boutique that gives free·
oojustments, repairs 1M1ile you wait, 48 hour
emergency servioe on rmst prescriptions, hours
suited to . everyone's needs - 9:»9:00 daily,
9:»5:00 ~urday.
We're located in the 'Za.yre Shopping ~ter.

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY

St. Cloud State University
WORSI-IIP- Sundays at 8:00 p.m.• St. John's Episcopal

~'i-uch. Light
refreshments afterwards. Full•course dinner monthly.

INQUIRY -

SSUE

FQ

c~u·s--

SDIT
QURSES

:i:c::t~~t;~ 7:00 a. m. in Valhalla Room or the Bricky3!!1,
"The Hunger Issue-Beyond Handouts": what's at stake has a
Christian community anything distinctive to say and do? '
To neighbouring churches, statewide student get together. (See
alro- retreats and study.)
....~ ·
Old Testament, New Testament, moral issues. Quarter•break trip to
Winnipeg in connection with moral issues course. (See separate

UGION - listing of courses.) ~,~ _/•
TREATS- Fall and winter retreats. Fall retreat second weeke nd after quarter
opens.

.

in local churches and neighbouring home for se nioJ , citizetls.
coun~eling through 'the $roup;
OUNSEIING Pee.r
parish advisors. Staff person.

access

to ➔ f~clllty

and local

a group diverse in age, background, views, but committed
OMMUNI~rough
to learning and dQ.ing together in the light of the gospel as eac
person, in community, best understands th e gospel.
Staff person: Peter Fribley, Newman·Center. 396 1st Ave. So .. St.
Ooud. Minn . 56301. (612)252-6518/ 251-3260 .
Chairperson: George Shurr. Departmenl of Geology, St. Cloud
State University, St. Ooud, Minn. 56301 (6 12) 255•2009/ 253-78IO.
·sponsoredhy The Uni1ed Ch ,m:h of Christ . The LJt,iJed Me 1hotiist Ch11rch, The United Presbyterian
Ch 11rch , The Chn·stian Ch11r<:h, The Moravian Chur<:h. Min,, esota Epis<:opal Ch ur<:h Wome,r and 51.
J oh,, 's Epis<:opal Ch11r<:h, St. C/011d.

.-
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Preparing students for career
function of placement office
By VIC EIJJSON

Preparing students for
graduation, then finding them
a job in the outside world, is
the function of the Career
Planning and Placement office
·~ at SCS, according to Director
Walt Larson .
Until five years ago, there
was . only placement, since
career pla'nning was taken
care of through other campus
groups, Larson said. But a
steadily moving progression
toward planning a students'
· education and future has
helped improve placement.
•'The placement function is
directed mainly at seniors,·•
Larson said. "But we
observed long ago that if the
sen~ had started earlier,
r"' making plans for graduation,
it could have made a big
difference. So we got into the
planning stage.''
Larson said his job is to
make sure each student
mu:imizes his potential while
at scs.
"Picking the right majors,
picking the right major-minor
combinations. getting the
correct certification, holding
the right part-time wotk_; all
are an important plit. of
·broadening
?Perienc~.••
Larson said.
Career Planning and Placement has recently involved
itself in freshmen orientation,
trying to alert incoming
students to what's ahead.
Larson said that even though
the decision may seem
"completely prf:11'lature," it
really isn't .
"If ·'incoming students are
thinking and are aware aqd
~~t;:::t~0 o:~~dt~:{
questions," he said . ..One of the services
available to students at
Larson's office is free access
of the career planning library,
stationed next door.
The Student Employment
Service occupies a corner
room in the Career Planning
and Placement office. Larson
·afcf the geographical prozi-

ct,DJ"~
~use

0~

"q.rquol~~
St. Cloud's Only Shop
Dealing Exclusively
with Turquoise Jewely
Each Piece is Hand Selected
by Cindy
Satisfaction is Guaranteed!

Come In

Look

A■k

Que1tlono

OPEN DAILY •1;1 S P.M .
WED ., FRI. and SAT.
'til 9 P.M .

3403 W. Division
253-9094

mity is good for both offices.
" There is a legitimate,
logical reason for them to be
housed in our quarters,' '
Larson said, "Even though
they are manned, funded and
organized with student money, we help each other. "
Larson said students could
more easily use the Career
Planning and Placement office
because they would already be
in the pattern of coming to the
SES office for part-time and
summer employment.
A totalof27,000 files are in
the office, with about 1,600
files active . Students are not
advised to start their file until
they reach senior status,

resume."
Career Planning and Placement keeps a detailed ft1e of
its placeme nt percentages.
Presently, the office places
about 84 percent. Larson said
the figure would be higher,
but some students are not
prepared to work.
"Some
students
lack
breadth of preparation, some
have a lack of geographic
mobility. Others don't work
too hard at finding employment-they don 't understand
what's involved in finding a
job," Larson said.
"If people are reasonable
and prepared adequately for
career aspirations, they could

~:i~ely s::~bli:hu~nes~e.
" The file contains plac~-~
ment · credentials.'~-· Larson
said. "Course listing, faculty
recommendations and notes
from former employees all go
into the file. It is much more
complete than a normal

::rke~tr':~t:~:es
a::·~
higher, " he add_s:sl, ~
.
"ln one sense, a"n seniors go
out with no ezperiencc with a
salary schedule. But they have
had a lot of e1:periences. The
employer is getting something
for nothing," Larson said.

!::.:

and Placement Director Walt

·•'Welcome Back Students
and Faculty
From

Schwegman' s Southtown Liquor
1

Watch for our Weekly Specials-_
Party Kegs
Beer
Cold Wine

Welcome New
Students
Lutheran Campus
Ministeries
201 4th St. So. 252-6183

Joi9- _us for worship
each Sunqay night·
at 6 p.m.
Newman Center
(396 1st Ave. So.)

Bernicks
St. Cloud

a,_lo:\, '~'\i.~"!;
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BOOT BONANZA .
15% OFF

We ·'can give you t~

latest hair style of you
,'dioioe at a reasonable
pnoe
Such styles as:
Wedge Cut
Romanoe Cut
IYletric Cut

$3.00
30 North 9th Avenue

Diarron

funds to cover
some tuition
Layaway
Special
$5.00
Will Hold
Your Purchase

Phone 253-1434

Line

~ Clu 7-4tl:e !Beau

SCS awarded

Fashion Boots
Sport Boots
Apre Ski Boots
Pants Boots

cSafon

Fashion savvy-it's
all right there at Stevensons

Till

ovember 1st.

Crossroads and St Germain

w~~

Strl.lJl/ff.SOll.f'

709 st.germain

)'

252-8198

"open ~~';, day and friday nites 'til 9"

Comer of 9th Avenue
& 10th Street
PH. 251-9675

WHITE CLOUD

LAUff~Rf
NORTH & SOUTH

OPEN FROM
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
7 DAYS A WEEK

GRANDM~TEL
SALOON
& RESTAURANT

-&

Phoney Fog Hat
tickets refundable

North Village,
1 block west of
North Junior High
PH. 253-8245

Over $2 ,000 will be made
available for distribution to
persons who purchased tickets
to the Fog Hat concert, which
was scheduled to be held April

Bulldtng and equipment
designed with
you
In
mind. Complete with air
condllloning. We also olfer
Coln-op dry cleanlng.

Now 2 locations to serve you ...
·CHANTILLY BEAUTY SALON
adjoining both White Cloud laundries

OPEN

... brings you

Mon . thru Wed. 8:30-5

Thur11 . & Fri. 8:30-7:30
Sat. 7:30-5

a

SCS has been awarded a
S26, 197 grant by the Law
Enforceme nt Assistance Administra1ion of the U.S.
Department of Justice .
Part of the national Law
Enforcement Education Program . the grant covers tuition
and fees for sludents working
at lea st 30 hours a week in a
cri minal justice area-either
correct ions, law enforcement
or the courts .
Although the program is
directed towards cri minal
justice practioners and majors, anyone who qualifies
may apply.
Each quarter during the
1976•77 academic yea r a ~ -- ,.,
SO students will receivC~
financial assistance through
the program , according to Dr.
Robert Prout, director of the
Center for Studies in Crimina l
Justice. This is the sixth
consecutive year SCS has
received a LEEP g rant.

For Appointmen~ ·
Call 252-8435
or 253-8148

9.
Roger Van Heel, Stearns
County Attorney, and ·Paul
Hoffman, District Judge, will
collect the unused tickets from
those applying and divvy the
money among ticket holders.
Tickets must be mailed to the
Stearns County Courthouse in
care of "Fog Hat." A
stamped, self-addressed envelope must be enclosed.
The deadline for receiving
tickets is Sept. 20. Any tickets
received after that date will
not be ~cc~ed.
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GRAND MANTEL
SALOON & RESTAURANT

Af>a:>k~ f.T~

is now serving lunch
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

. u~;flare ~ • & Things"

.... '

·•

·· m7 fifth

Ave, S.

·-won.-Fri. 10-9; Sat. 10-6 253-1800
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Learning Resources launches
new programs, conveniences
By VIC EWSON

Learning Resources. The
Library.
· To many, it is their campus
home, a familiar sight that is
u~ed to its potential. Stiffbacked chairs take the place of
soft couches at home as
students read and write for
hours at a tiJTle .
For others, it is just another
building at SCS wit h one
noticeable difference. It is
where the pigeons drop their
feces from four stories, hitting
and missing the scurrying
students below.
To the uninitiated student,
the LRC has books and
::!:~~=~m ~:~:~hor 11:ok :e;
,t;i',-~an old article. For those that
learn the LRC's workings
intimately, they find much
Government
documents,
microfilm files, closed circuit
television taping, computer
services , a rare books
collection ; all are part of the
services offered at the LRC.
Despite these useful additions
to the normal library, SCS's
LRC is not up to par of Trlf...ny
high school facilities, accordin'g to assistant director John
Berling.
"We have a lot of things
compared to many colleges,
but a number r,{ high schools
have moved beyond us.
beyond the textbook ap•
proach." Berling said. "Most
colleges have remained tradi -tional. "
In part because of the good
high scliool standards, the
LRC has launched new .
programs design~de
the facilities.
.
;2.
One of them 1s to expand
the previously littl e-used
"convenience taping" done

by television services.

Stu•
dents who need to see a
television show for a class, but
are unable to see it at the
broadcast time, can call
television services and have
them tape the program. The
student then has seve'n days to
go to the LRC and view · the
tape.
"Convenience taping has
been done in the past, but will
be pushed a lot harder in the
future," Berling said.
The LRC has a large area
set aside for students to do
their own production work.
Dubbing tapes and doing
minor photography can be

Berling added that if
students are have a hard time
finding some materials, the
best people to ask . for help
from are the reference
workers on third floor.
"They are there to serve
students and faculty. They can
serve better if people ask
questions. They are the ones
who have the information,"
Berling added.
One of the most useful and
most used features of the LRC
is MINITEX, standing for
Minnesota Interlibrary Telecommunications Exchange.
MINITEX allows SCS students
and faculty access to articles

:;:: in the lower producti° U: ;:::i:t~:es:!L~~rai~e:~:
Many _video tape machines ...library, but not in _.:f~'s , the
are in the open area o( second student can receiv'e a copy
floor. Students can order any free. He even gets to keep the
of a number of 3/ 4 inch tapes copy.
and have them shown on
"We can usually get the
individual machines. Micro- periodical within 48 hours,"
film reading machines are Berling said. Most MINITEX
located on the third floor.
copies come from the
Half o{ the second floor is University of Minnesota.
devote!'fo'special collections,
including rare books, historical archives, books about
Stearns County and Minnesota history, completed masters theses and many more.
Nothing in special collections
may be checked out because of
its value.
"We even have a rare copy
of minutes from the Nuremburg Trials," Berling said.
An area Berling is espe•
cially proud of is the
government documents in the
lower level. Ranging from
maps -~
charts to government studies; the documents
are a-maze to the . naive eye.
~"There are wokers specifically trained to work with the
documents," Berling said .
"Students "should not mind
asking for help."

iPag.e...W
You have another right, you know.
You have the right
to know· about the

A Get together su pper-worship service 7 p.m ., St. John's Episcopal chu rch, 4th
Ave. So. and 4th St. So.

people and services

available
in
your
community to help
you with an unintended pregnancy.

"UCM (or UMHE) is the campus Ministry
presence of the Episcopalian, United Church
of Christ, United Methodist, and United
Presbyterian denominations.

BIRTHRIGHT
•~Little Falls (612) 632-6896
St. Cloud (8121 253-4848

Staples_(2181894-2124

SCS students
leave country
for 9 months
in Europe

United Campus Ministry

Free pregnancy testing;
confidential help

For information phone
251-3260 or 252-6518.

About 140 students from
SCS left Minneapolis-St. Paul
International Airport at 5 p.m.
Aug. 28 to study in Europe for
nine months.
Eighty-eight students had
Aalborg, Denmark, as their
destination, where they live
and attend classes in the
100-year•o ld Hotel Kong
Frederick, which has been
leased for the program.
Students select four courses
each quarter taught by SCS
faculty. In addition, trips to
the Soviet Union and other
areas are planned.
Britain•bound stude nts live

Peter Fribley,

A~~:i~~

.
'

~;:tl:tuf:Ca~:da. :~ th
halfway between Newcastle
and the Scottish border. The
Duke of Northumberland,
owner of the castle, st ill lives
there.
Alnwick students are taught
by British professors. Students also will have opportunities for special projects .
such as month-long work
1experiences with social service

E~!~~!:

a~~~~!es ~:to~::: .
tuition. fees and round trip
transportation to Dcnmatk win
total about 52,200, approximately the same cost as a year
on campus in St. Cloud ,
according to Robert Frost,
director of international stu•
dies and program development. Cost for students in
,England will be S2. IOO.
excluding tuition and fees.

~

Welcome to
St.Cloud
SCS students
Come see
our large selection-, of:

GREEN PLANTS,.. ·

CACTI
WOOD PLAQUES

,~.
CROSSROADS
SHOPPING CENTER
ST. CLOUD
253-0398

Give your room,~

apartment or hom
nona~iy,
with our

_.J· .....

pooten, plaqueo,
ictures, and man
ther accessories.

~Bf(~
710 Mall Germoi11

Bring this ad with
you and receive
·a 10% discount,

.
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'State of the Campus' address

Speech to faculty looks at SCS's future
Editor's nole: The foUowlng 111 the ted of rising in our area, with an apparent
SCS Pres. Charles Graham'• "State of the back-to-college trend manifesting itself,
Campa•" addreu during faculty orlenta• and with enrollment limit~tions being

h~~:n:~ a~t~~:i;~~~? 0; 1~!"~:~:;57;

Uon Atlg. 31.
It is a pleasure for me to welcome you to
the opening of the 108th academic: year at
St. CJoud ·.State University. Last year this
university achieved the distinction of

the viewpoint of the administration, it
seems that we are truly groping for new
models of consultation, consensus and
decision making. The Minnesota Public
Employment Labor Relations Act casts us
in new roles and requires new approaches;
it does not, however. provide a~swers to
the questions it forces because it was not
written with colleges and universities in
mind. I can practically assure you that
there will be times during the ensuing year
that your president and his administration
wil appear to be inflexible, aritrary,
indecisive , bureaucratic and perhaps even

board ~nd the stat: govern~ental
leadership 1.71ay have to thmk. very senously
about the ~mpact of a _maJor enr?llment
~ulge on thts campu~-1mp~7t_ partic~lar)y
having the largest enrollment in its history 1n terms of our phys1~al fac1ht1es _which 1n
and the largest on-campus enrollment in some areas are go1~g to begtn to be
the State University System. This somewhat crowded this ~ear.
achievement was not really one of our
~ne of th~ first questions we ha."e. to
tong-range goals. Our goals, I believe, decide here 1s_ the thrust of our adm1ss1on
have always b~n concerned with quality progr~m . which has been extremely
rather than quantity and now that we are effective 1n the past few years. Alre~y
emerging as the biggest institution we J hat_ program h~s been p!ac1ng
must take special care to insure that this cons1derabl! emphasis on the recr~1tme~t
in>
development does not interfere with our of outsta_nd1ng. students and I be~1eve we
continuing determination to be the best ~~oul~ mtensify . our efforts 1n th!t
university we possibly can.
direction. What this means, of course_. 1s
Enrollment fluctuations often seem to .be that we must be prepared to find new and
the source of many of our problems. Rapid ~rte! w!ys to e ngage the ab\litie~ and
g r owth brings.., cr ow ded classro,oms, unaginatio_n s~ch s.tudents. We~rooably
residence halls.a'nd parking Jots. Declining need new _m1tia~ves 1n the h~nors pr?gram
en~!.lit brings a shortage of resources . and m~ creanve progra_ms m a varie'>: of
and reduction in staff. In short, areas, but most of all we need to provtde
unregulated enrollment often seems like a ~ore stimulation and dem~nd more effo~
' ' hell of way to run a railroad,• • but we are ~. ID all of our_dasses· so that if any stud~nt _is
disorganized. There will be times when
a democratic institution in a democratic going to become frustrated and leave it will
your associations will appear the same to
society pledged to offer educational be the i~different student rather than the
us. But, we will come through. Channels of
opportunities to those who seek to study outstandmg one.
communication will remain open and we
here. And, by and large, we would ~ther
I am convinced that we have the faculty
will use them to talk rather than shout at
deal with the problems of a strong who can dQ.this. I am repeated!~ im~res~ed
each other. Sometimes the talk may sound
enrollment than those of decline. That is and g rtt1l'ie!"to learn of the 1magmation
a little less than academic but it will be
what we will be doing this Fall as our and extra margin of effort which m~y
academic goals which we will be seeking. I
freshman class jumps by 12· 15 percent and members of our faculty demonstrate Ill
can assure you that the positive attitude
our overall enrollment rises by about 4 their teaching. I know, for example, how
and the good will demonstrated by the
percent. At least that's what we think will many of you have combined your summe r
leadership of both the Faculty AsSociation
happen. But stay tuned in because whre vacations with the ga1;hering of informati~n
and the Administrative Service Association
really never sure until classes are will and materials to ennch your classes this
are greatly appreciated by this
under way.
fall. ~is spirit . of d.edication and
administration . We have had some good
We have arranged for overflow housing pro!ess1onal c~mm1~ent 1s the stuff_ of
tough meet and confer sessions, but I do
i.n the G~rmaln Hotel, I have written to all which great umvers1hes are made. I thmk
not feel that any of us have lost sight of the
new: and returning students urging them to it continues to be the experience of most of
distinction between adversary and enemy.
leave their automobiles at home and we us that wtfen we represent St. Ooud State
There are a few other organizational
have allocated every fraction of •the last in other pla"t:es we find that the reputation
matters I should mention. The creation of
available faculty position to the colleges of our university is good and that we in turn
the Center for Continuing Education and
and departments to staff the classrooms. strive to enhance that reputation by our · the appointment of Dr. Owen Hagen as
•What is more, we will seek additional. own a~tivities. Year by year, with such
Associate Dean to direct it will enable us to
positions based on our actual enrollment achievements as the accreditation of the
address some educational needs in Central
just as soon as they become ivailable.
College~usiness, we are demonstrating
Minnesota which we have neglected,
In the meantime: however, there will be our commitment to excellence, and both
particularly in the external studies
some crowded classrooms and some the world of higher education and the
program and in the area of lifetime career
disgruntled students who can't get the · general public are taking notice. I am
counseling, where Dee Halberg has been
classes they need or want. ~ t h i s happy to be able to announce this morning
appointed to direct a renewed thrust. It
situation I can only appeal to every f;i.6ulty that last Friday I received a letter from the
becomes increasingly apparent that one of
member to give that extra measure of Council on Rehabilitation Education
the unfilled educational needs of our
effort that is needed to maintain our granting accreditation to our Mastefs
generation is that of the hundreds of
qualitative thrust and our reputation for degree program in Rehabilitation Counse- · people in every community wh9 are
excellence. We cannot afford to think of the lor Education. · I want to take this
searching to redirect their lives and career.

'l believe

education. My dream is based on my belief
that such a development would offer
advantages for our students which are not
available to most American college
students. Let me sketch out for you some of
the bases for this belief.
1. I believe that one of the major
purposes of a collegiate education should
be to free students from the cultural
blinders which hin,der and distort our view
of reality.
2. I believe that one of the most effective
ways to remove these cultural blinders is to
learn how the people of another culture

are on the .threshold of a peri<Xi

of signi5cant achievement in intemational
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education at St Cloud State University•. '
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our roles, look at each student as a program for their efforts to make our
but in many cases higher education can
poientially interested learner a nd possible program worthy of this recognition. This play a role in that redirection. 1 feel that
~:ur~~:~~=;~ w0~ ar;d:!:~~n~I. ;:egat!~ i;a~h;eN:~lhb~er:;~w::s:~a~~~e~~:~~:
leadership c ~ f the state and the nation. National Council for the Accreditation of
At the same time we must give attention Teacher Education. I hope that wherever
to our future enrollment picture. With the the North Central and NCATE vistiting
s ~h school graduating clN,sel,.,till teams look on this campus they will find
the same positive-commitment to quality
education and institutional progress which
the AASCB found in the Colle'ge of
Business last year. ,:;,,,:, =.
.
. A second aspect ~f dealm~ with
mcreased enrollm~nts will be malting the
most effective use of both human and
physical resources. I may very well be that
we can get better utilization of both by
making cert~in ~hat we do not offe_r quite so
many classes with small enrollments or try
to schedule quite so many of our classes
betwe1ff 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. Jn a period of
increasing..::.rr:shmen and sophomore
enrollments we . must allocate as many
faculty positions to teaching the classes
freshm en take or those freshmen will not
be around to take our upper division
courses two or three years from now .
In institutional terms th is is going 10 be a
year of adjustment to more than expanded
enrollments. We are in the throes of a
significant reorganization in the way we do
things which has been brought about by
SCS Pres. O,arles Graham.
collective bargaining. I ca nnot. of course,
•·•. s~,P: for the faculty associa~io~s .but :. fr_?.'P -
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view life and the world, so that we can
contrast their perceptions with our own.
J. To some degree this. kind of learning
can take place from reading and study,
particularly the study of another language.
However, the audio-visual approach is
better. In this case the audio-visual
approach includes the experience of
sustained contact with another culture or
its people. The presence of foreign
students, teachers and other visitors in the
campus community is one way to achieJe
this. Foreign study programs are perhaps
the best way of all.
4.
Students in public colleges and
universities, especially those located in
mid-America, are perhaps the least likely
to have such opportunities for cross-cultu•
ral experience. For this reason I would like
to see St. Cloud make a special effort ,to
strengthen this dimen sion of our
edUcational program.
I have a dream of that day when every
qualified St. Ooud student who desires to
do so can study abroad for at least one ~
quarter at cost comparable to that of
studying at St. Cloud and that these
foreign study opportunities will bC spread
on every continent and in every major
culture throughout the world. Dr. Frost has
demonstrated that the cost to the students
of such programs can be kept very low and
this is What makes me believe that we can

: :i~~~

~;/':ii:~:rs;!;~ct~ J~!:a~~o~~
insatiable demand for these programs
among our students.

pe~!an~\~ ::a:u~ea:t;~~a!i~t ~=as}!n
for meeWjlg-this need. As of July 1, all the from the citizens of other countries and
prog~
in continuing education have that rather than creating a forrjgn student
been placed within the responsibility of g hetto, we will have a variety ofintegrated
Dean Gillett who now heads a School of programs to insure that their life and study
Graduate and Continuing Studies. We here will be perS~l}j!IY and academically
have also placcii our International rewarding for them......as well as enriching for
Education program within that organiza- our Minnesota students. I hope that these
tion. One of the purposes for this ~hange is foreign students will include not only
to en~ble these ~rograms to receive ~ ore under-~aduate but variou groups of
attention and assistance than was poss1bleY professionals who will find it attractive to
when they were reporting directly to the Come here ,. for continuing education" / ·
academic vice president .
programs in their special fields of work. I
I believe we are on the threshold of a ~,!so hope that we will be able to raise more
period . of signific~nt achievement in money than we have had for scholarships
mternational education at St. Cloud State for foreign students.
University. Four years ago Dr. Robert
Jhaveadreamofan establishedseriesof
Frost was brought to this ca~pus. to faculty , ezchange programs which will
devel~p . some ~cw progra~s m~lud1ng en,able up to five percent of our facu lty
some .m mternatlon~J education. This ye~r each year to live,~ study and teach in
we will have 7 fo~e1gn ~tudy progr_ams m another country and will bring into our
western Europe mvolvmg appro:x1mately classrooms a like number of teache r•
250 studen ts and 15 faculty members. It is scholars from around the world.
my hope that this is still just the beginning
I have a dream of a general education
of an effort to make international education curriculum in, which every course has a
a central theme and strenglh of this degree of international con tent and of a
university.
P~licy which requires that every major or
I
Because, ladies a'nd gentlemen, I have a mmor program-be it history. physical
dream for this university which would education. accoun ti ng or photo technore s ult in our becoming a major logy-have an international dimension so
mid-American center for . i_nte.r~aJio~al Continued on . pa_2e. 29
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that our future coaches,
teachers, accountants and
musicians will have at least a
glimpse of how their disci•
pline, art or profession is
carried out in other cultures.
l have a dream of a renewal
of the study of foreign
la nguages so that not only will
the majority of our graduates

701 ½ St.Germain
St. Ooud, Minn.
•, 253-1517
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done

so me

foreign

language study, but that the
variey of languages we offer
on this campu s will range from
Spanish to Swahili and from
Czech to Chinese.
And , finall y, my dream
envisions a continuing effort
on the part of this university
through all this international
activity to enhance the respect
and appreciation for America's own ethnic and cultural
\ diversity and to help stude nts
'itev'etop the skills necessary to
cr~.~te harmony and-4~ace
both. at home and abroad in
the midst of such diversity.
This dream of mine may

Levi's Denims
Levi's tlCords
,. L
Belts
L
Eares
Big Bells
Boot Cuts
Head for Herberger's for the Male Downtown
& Crossroads & grab all the LEVI'S you'd ever

want. The color and style selection is super for
guys in popular sizes. Gals will love them t~'?'"'
LEVl's are at Herberger's?

Shop DowutowwSCaoad Monday & Friday tll 9100;
Saturday t11 5:30; CroattWh Monday thru Friday tll
9!00; Satmday tll 5:30; Sanday Noon to 5:00.

never come to pass. 1 am the
first to ·admit that I do not have
a blueprint for its achievement. But , if you feel that you
can share this dream, or even
some part of it , 1 invite you to
begin thinking about how it
might be realized in your
corner of the university-in
you general education course.
in your major program, or in
advising your stude nts. I
invite you further to brainstorm these ideas with your
friends and colleagues and to
share the resu lts with Dr.
Frost, your Dean, Vice
President Joh nson or myself.
Fortunately, in Dr. David
J ohnson we have a teacher
and sc holar whose own
experiences in international
education will enable him to
take a leadership role in these

efforts.
After indulging myself in
such an unrestrained revelation of my dreams I fee l a little
bit like the School Principal in
Bel Kaufman's Up the Down
Staircase who was almost
totally ineffective as an
administrator but who periodically spewed forth platitudinous speeches or memoranda to the facu lty and
st ud e nt s . In t hi s case,
however, I believe that it is
just barely possible that what
today may seem like the
impossible dream may tum
out to become one of those
distinctive feat ures which will
furth er en hance the reputation
of our university a nd enrich
educational opportunities for
future generations of our
students.

°USallfes , _ ~
RENT A NEW DATSUN
CAR OR TRUCK
$8/DAY
8'/MILE
Kroska Datsun
253-8801

GRANITE CITY
PAWN SHOP
519 2nd St. No. St. Cloud , Minnesota

Buy & Sell - Small Loans
Excess Abundance of
Unclaimed Merchandise
OPEN - 10 a.m. - 7 p.m . Mon. - Fri.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m . Sat.
PHONE: 252·773(> .,.

Shop Granite City Pawn Shop
for the best prices in town
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••.
~DCRAFTED ·.
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..i:a.L••'~"'"''CIJ has all the parts
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.Own Jewelry
Downtown next to the Paramount
917 St. Germain 251-9536
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Diver~ity key to SCS's Atwood Center
There are three places to eat in the building. At
one y ou areserved by a waitress, another is
self.service and you ca.n take out. A variety of foods
are served at all three .
A large open area, capable of seating 1,500, is
often ·put to use by conventions and meetings.
Tables can be set up to serve large dinners, or the
area can be cleared to hold a dance.
A room with soft, slope•backed chairs contains 10
record players. Since each person is given
headphones, each can listen to a selection without
being bothered by th~ others.
Governmental offices are housed in the upper
reaches of the building. Decisions that affect
everyone in the vicinity are made by the leaders.
A large recreation area caters to almost every
indoor sport available. Bowling alleys, billiard
tables, pinball and foosball tables are constantly in
use . OUtdoor equipment is rented out to those that
request it. Small games can be played in a
soundproof room.
Magazines, cigarettes and candy are sold at a

~
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main desk. A lounge is nearby where many sit and
read books and newspapers.
There are about 15 meeting rooms that can be
reserved for meeting of groups. Most are booked
full.
A gallery features art exhibits, changing about
every month.
A newspaper is located in the building, giving
news to the community.
A barbershop takes care of grooming needs.
Such things have been talked about for ways
people will live in the future. Self-contained units,
where people would never have to leave the confines
of the building. Every need would be taken care of.
Yet such a place ez.ists now in 1976. At SCS.
Atwood Center, the student union for those
attending SCS, supplies all the aforementioned
items and more. All are fitten to the needs of the SCS
student.
Funded through student money, Atwood was built
in 1966. Bon indebtedness budgeting monies are
obtained through student activities fees.

-~

Atwood Director Gary Bartlett, not satisfied with
his ''self-contained city,'' has made plans to
increase t he numbe of services available to students.
"One of our new programs is developing a crafts
center," Bartlett said. Not designed specifically for
artists, the center's goal is to give the week-end
dabbler a chance to use his or her skills.
Bartlet said Atwood is prepared to move ahead
with plans to set up a bank in Atwood, providing
laws are changed that would allow It. An area near
the ballroom has already been picked.
A xerox machine has beeri puchased and will be
put in the lobby. Copies will cost five cents, as cheap
as anywhere in St. Cloud.
Atwood has also bought its own foosball
machines. In the future , Atwood will get 100 percent
of the money put in the machines rather than SO
peI'Cent received in the past.
A van and a sedan have been bought and will be
available to student organizations on a priority basis,
Bartlett said. It will be similar to the car pool
available to faculty through the state.

-"··7~~~
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f.tw:xxl Center provides
rrost everything students need at a
university, such as
(clockwise from top) a
variety of eating places,
a large recreational area
including a bowling
alley, a plant store and
quiet areas for studying.
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SCS UNIVERSITY STORES
Welcome You
Bookstore

Art Shop

Basement, Stewart Hall

Basement, Stewart Hall :I

SCSU Shirts & Jackets

New & Used Text Books
Notebooks & Gifts

Best Sellers
Paperbacks

Study Aid s Magazines & Cards
Cash for your used Books
Hou rs Mon-Th urs 8-4 Fri 8-5
EXTENDED HOURS
On Sept. 13, 14, 15, 16, 8-8
r~~

.. . ._

7

251-0~61

Posters

Calculators

Crafts

A-V Materials

Drafting

I
I

Painting

Sketching

Etching

Slide Ru les

Engi neering

Hours
~ as Book Store
251-0061

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

•t.r - 1
I

I

Shortstop
Atwood
Cards& Gilts
Shirt Im pri nting
Hours to be posted

SCS offers
night classes
starting Monday
SCS will offer 141 fa ll
quarter on-ca mpus evening
courses beginnin g Sept. 13.
The courses arc provided to
e nab le reside nt s of the S1.
Cloud community to complete
their college education, train
for

i;areers

and

enh ance

personal development.
Among 40 basic and genera l
interest courses offered arc
classes in education , accounting. art, music. photography, upholstering, econo-

mics, geography, sociology
a nd speech commu nications.

Open Weekends too!
251-0574

One

hundred

and

one

cou rses will be available for
advanced students or student s
with special interests.
All evening classes arc
offered for college credit.
However, persons not interested in taking courses for
credit may audit classes.
Auditors pay the same fees as
stude nts taking classes -ror
credit but are not required to
take examinations or rece ive a
grade.
Students studying for a
college degree must have
earned a high school diploma
or its equivalent, but students
without a diploma may
register as special students in
the program.
Students may register and
pay fees from 5-6:30 p.m. on
the first night their classes
meet . Registration will be in
room 11 7, Administrative
Services Building.
For further information,
students may contact the
office of continuing education
in room 202, Whitney House,
or call 255-3081 from 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays.

""I

Atwood Gallery
to feature work
of SCS .al&tist

""=FREE
*PAPERS

Etchings, lithogra phs and
airbrush paintings by St.
Cloud artist Gail Bamber_:"._'WtlJ
be exhibited Se pt. 1-24 in the
Atwood
Center
Gallery
• Lounge.
A native of Los Angeles,
Bambe1,-J19Jds a B.A. degree
in art from Stanford Uni~ersity ...and an M.A. degree m art
from SCS. She studied art and
lithography at th"e'"'Staatliches
Kunstakademie in Stuttgar! ✓·-
GCrmany, and commercial art
and graphic design at schools
in San Francisco and New
York.
Her works are included in
permanent collection s of the
Minnesota State Capitol, City
of St. r €'loud, Normandale
Co mmun it y Coll ege , Fall
River (Mass.) Art Association,
Dickinson (N .D.) State College
and SCS.
Bamber is a staff artist at
the Veterans Administration
Hospital in St. Cloud.

Erickson pas~es Huskies to sucessful opener
By VIC ELUSON

A hastily-scheduled football
game between SCS and South
Dakota . State
UnivE:tsity
turned into a rout Saturday as
the Huskies rolled to a 39-13
season opener.
The Jackrabbits filled the
slot of Mankato Staie
University, who dropped their
football team two weeks ago.
Since then, Mankato has
dropped COmpletely out of the
strong North Central Conference.
Quarterback Steve Erickson
led the Huskies to large first
half leads by completing 64
percent of his passes.
Erickson engineered the
first scoring drive on the
Huskies first ball possession.
Five consecutive pass completions, the last of 57 yards to
John Kimbrough, hicf'-i.he
Huskies On the scoreboard.
Following the ensuing
kickoff, cornerback John
Grundmeier intercepted a
Jackrabbit pass and returned
it 29 yards to the 18 yard line.
Three plays later, Erickson
whipped a seven-ya'r4 pass ·to
flanker Harry Weilage for
another touch down. SCS led
14~ after 5 1/2 minutes.
Having · no luck with his
ground game, South · DakO~
State's quarterback Dick
Weikert elected-to put the ·batt
iD the air. H~s fa"'.orite target
li:ir: the··afternoon1was. strong
split ·end Monte MoismCn.
,lbe six-,foot~ four-iriCh M6iS:rDen hiulecffinieigh recepti6ns
for.:8'.total of.-11f ya·rds. ·~·-9
Turnovers made t.he diffeiace for the Jackrabbits-in the
ad. They ·lost-·four fumb.les
ucl Weikert pass'ed for ·three
mt~eptions. Twenty-fou~ ··ot
1

the Huskies' 39 point s can be
directly attributed to Jackrabbit turnovers.
Senior kicker Bill Buttweiler
finished the first quarter
scoring for SCS by converting
a 25 yard field goal. Duttweiler
added another field goal
before halftime to go with his
three extra points to total nine
for the game.
The Huskies brough a 26-0
lead int,o the dressing room
with them at halftime,
following a blasting, twisti'ng
run by sophomore fullback
Linus Dumont. Momentarily
stopped, the 211 pound runner
kept driving and scored from
six yards out to cap first half
scoring.
The Jackrabbits, also from
the rugged NCC,. had been
:fr~:1u~~e~::t ~~S~u;~:;:
lead destroyed South Dakota's
game plan, according to &ickson.
"They ~ere a tough team,
but we got a couple of quick
iouChdowns and surprised

:!:~·:.,~!fL~:~~

0

~:

SCS did not utilize the run
much in the second half,
preferring to stick to s hort
flare passes to backs. While
Kimbrough caught seven
passes for 148 in the first half,
Erickson did not even throw in
his direction the second half.
"With the big rush they
were coming with, we could
throw to the backs,'' Erickson
said. •'The short passes are
always good foi five yardSit's a percentage play."
Erickson's favorite backfield receiver was Ken
Neuman, who caught six

passes for 41 yards. Neuman
also added 25 yards rushing.
South Dakota State finally
got on the scoreboard midway
through the third quarter by
engineering a systematic 80
yard drive. Five minutes and
11 plays later, Sam Harris
hurdled the line of scrimmage
for a one-yard touchdown
jump.
Not tO be outdone, SCS
came right back to Score thC
first of two second half
touchdowns. Theisen, after
bulling his was through the
line of scrimmage, played his

blockers correctly and scored
~om 28 yards out.
Five minutes later, Adam
Selsemeyer fell on a Jackrabbit fumble to set up a one-yard
plunge by F.cick.son to end the
Huskies' scoring. South Dakota State scored a meaningless
touch down with 39 seconds
remaining to make the final
score 39-13.
_The next game for the
Huskies will be Saturday·at St.
Thomas. Game time is 1:30
p.m .

Tfle Chronicle
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.ea~sin,¢ yarqag~ _key _
t o. win

·advantage of the Jackra_bbits:... ..__
,._.~~S~ ➔9,SD~l3 •~.
Buttweiler kick.
~~~ Mqismen 8 for 1u;·
loose pass coverage, Erickson-·
SOS- J,unde · nl~ ·2 ~S ds: Scheele 3-for 34, Nesvig 1-foi
-~id .
.
. ··{. _- SCS- Kimbfou'g~_· pas·i - from OeliHunt kick. ·
1:7, Johnson 1 for 16, Harris 1
_' "We found · throp:h the Frickson 57 yds. Buttweiler
Pualng
for 5.
"'..•,:_ ..._
films that they play off the . kick.
•
.
.
.· .
. .
·,
ie'ceiver, so we went 1o the ~ --.? '{eilage . p1c5s .',fro~ '..~ ~~~~q ~2 foi36for 2~
•
p&Ss quietly," the Quart~r- ,F.ricts·on· ,7 yds. Blittweiler yds,Lofsgatd lior 2 for 6 yds.
~
bllcksaid. With South Dakota kick.
.
SDS-Weikert 14for26for213 SCS- Theisen 12 for ~::&.5'
S~~ on their heels looting for SCS- Buttw_eil.CJ: ·FG 25 )'ds.: yds (3 mte'rcept;1ons)
Ne,uma~ 8 for 25, Dumoti~
th.C-:. pass, the middle was . 'SCS- Dumont tun 6 yds. .Kic,t
,
for 14, Erickson 5 for -2, RiB,
~ed, for !ailback Rick no good~ .:. .. . · ',:~ _ ;
,'.,~'. ,- ~~tvJia~ i -' : '- -i • ~fiJ~ ,0, E. Kimbrough 1 fo'r.
"' • ens runrung.
sq;. B~~eile,:.. FG ~3 _y~~
,
.
t, • - , total 31, fqr 125.
1::~isenpickedup85years ~ ; .~aqi,s~nl ,y~.K..~t -~
~- Kim~ro1ugh 1 fo~ 1148,, SDS- Konrad 20 for ,
Ji.!;'the gam~, 44 of th~m on .JiR94,_ ,
., Weilage 4 fur 42, Peterson 3 W~ikert;2lfor22, Nesvie , •
~o\consecutive plays midway- ~Theisen run 24 yds. Kick for 62, Neuman 6 for 41, 22, Johnson 8 for 21, Lunclea
~ g h the first quarter, no good.
. Riegelman 1 for 13, Dumont 1 for 8, Harris 2 for 5, tot&t~
~~-lllg up Butweiler' s first SCS- Erickson run 1 . yd . . .~r ~• Thetsen 1 for -8.
for 178. -;:
• i.._-:
goal.
~•
, _. -~
>-~~

·uthlng

1:~~

~!1-

Pho!osbyJack le l orenu

Strong safety Keith Nord jars loose the ball from a South Dakota State running
back (above) during the Huskies' 39-13 season-opening win. At right, SCS
fullback Lirn,1s Durront frees himself from a defender to score a second quarter
touchdown .
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Men's, women's sports organizing teams
Men's golf

Women's X-counby

The SCS men's golf team~
will take to the courses this fall
to defend their 1975 Northern
Intercollegiate
Confereqce
championship . . •
·
Expected to lead the
Huskies in their quest are last
year's medalist Dave Reichel
and senior Mite Bot. Both
Reichel and Bot shoot in the
low to mid-70's.

The · SCS women's cross
country team will hold an
organizational meeting Sel)t. 9
at 4 p.m. in Halenbeck 235.
The sport is a new one to the
women, having just been
organized last year. Those
interested are asked to contact
Coach Karen Thompson as
soon as possible.

Others erpecting to help_the

Wofflen'S

DfflDIStics

Friday from 3-5 p.m. fall and
winter quarters. TI,e first
meet of the season will be at
Winona State Dec. 11.
Any men interested in being
spotting assistants for the
women' s gymnastics team
should contact Coach JoAnne
Owens in Halenbcck 213.

Men's X-count,y
The SCS men's cross
country team's goal for this
fall is to replace Moorhead
State University as conference
champions and regain the
championship role they occupied from 1966-73.
The team will be made up of
eight returning lettermen, led

team to victory include senior
Paul Fitzenberger-, who plated
All women interested in
second in the NIC last year; competing in women's gymjunior Barry Pogatchnik, who nastics are to attend an
was medalist in last year's information meeting SeptemCo~bcr-Dragon Invitational; · ber 1 ◄ at 3 p.m. in the
· and sophomore Bob Sh~er,
. who was a member of the ~astics gym of Halenbect ~~lse:• ~~~he ~~~I :~tv~~~
AU-NJC team last year.
· Co_nditioning and workouts ch'impion laast year. Senior
The season will ope~for the for the ' season will begin Erwin Top pla~d third behind
September 15. PracticeS will Nelsen· and will add depth to
at
be daily Monday through the talented Huskies' team,

,~!i:r~':ft~:~.~;~8

according to Coach Bob
Waxlax.
Others planned on to make
a contribution a re seniors Al
Zetterland and Steve Johnson
and junior John Sybilrud,
along with newcomers Ed
Kleinman and Duane Ditty,
both transfer students.
The team wijl open their
seaason at the Golden Valley
Invitational Sept. 11.

Women's golf
The women's intercollegiate
golf team will meet Thursday
at 4 p.m. ini Halenbeck 213" to
mate plans for tourna~ent
play.
The women are scheduled
to compete in the Region VI
AIA W tourney Oct. 4-5 at the
University of Kansas.
AV ~ those -wishing to
participate that were not on
the teams last year have been

OOIIPIBI.

D.l'dul'I IIOIBY·SAVIII B-210.
Datsun's 8-210. Has more of what you
■ Tinted glass
don't gtit from others. A·sporty · ·
■ Elet tric rear window defogger
H.itchback,~ 2-Door and 4-DoorSedans.
■ White sidewall 'tires
On the highway 41 MPG,.city'29 MPG. EPA ■ Full wheel covers
'm_ileage estimate. Manual tran_smi,s sion.
■ Package tray under dash
Actual MPG may be more or less,
■ Resettable trip Odometer
depending on· car•s ·condilion and l)ow
Datsuns are put together to stay together.
you drive.
_
To keep on saving" for you.
ii°~:;::.~~:~:t ·~;~~~d:ts~s~rakes ~ ■ ~eclining front bucket seats
■ Full C:arpet ~
210 4 -IX)QR.

. .iilii'"'\!',

asked to contact Coac h
JoAnne Owens in Halenbeck
213. Gold will reamin a spring
sport for the women except for
the region tournament.

Volleyball
The women's volleyball
team will occupy the Halenbeck Hall court t_his fall as they
compete in an 18-match
· season. Their first home
match will be Sept. 29 against
Dr. Martin Luther.
Depth and experience wil
emerge as the key factors this
season , according to Coach
Gladys Ziemer.
The team will be led by
tri-captains Deb Allyn, Barb
Janson and Marilyn Nathe, all
seniors.
Juniors Kris Carlton, Nola
Johnson and Deb Elliott and
sophorii"ofes Sue Wahl, Deb
Wallin and Connie Manuel are
also expected to lend a
contribution, Ziemer said.
Expected to highlight the
Huskies' season are appearances at the University of
Minnesota Invitational and the
University of Wisconsin-Madison Invitational.
A new twist for the women's
team this season includes a
play-off match in Duluth
against the University of
Minnesota and Mankato State
University to determine w.hich
squad will represent the
Minnesota Association of
Intercollegiate · Athletics for
Women (MAIA W) at the
Region 6 AIA W tournament
for large colleges and
universities. If the Huskies
can win the play-off and
advance to Region 6 competition, Zicmer's squad will have
a shot to qualify for the AIA W
National Tournament at the ":University of Texas-Austin .
An organizational meeting
for the women· s volleyball
team will be held Wednesday
Sept. 8 in Halenbeck 243 at 4
p.m.
Cl'"
All interested undergraduate women students have
been invited to try out for the
team, according to Coach -Gladys Ziemer.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCHPIXPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

DATSUN'S

-■ILIAIB CHA■P
All -our cars and trucks
use regular gas.

OPEN. WEEKNIGHTS
tILL 9 P.M.

Kroska Datsun, Inc.
Hwy 15 South
St. Cloud, Mn.
253-8801

send 'S1.0.0 for your up-to-d ate,
192-peftl, m 1il order catalog.
11926 Sant a Mcio iea Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
__ __ Or ig inal resea.ren also available _ _ _
Enclose<lls$1 .QO
Pl ea se ro.isn the ea!alog 10·

c ,1 y _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sta1e _ _ _ _

z,, - -
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New ARA food director at SCS
ARA Food Services, the
organization that runs dining
areas in Garvey Commons and
Atwood Center, has named a
new director of operations.
Dave Leahy, a journeyman
director for ARA , will replace
Tom Persen this fall. Leahy
has worked at seven colleges
around the Upper Midwe-st
over the last 10 years .
Leahy said he believes the
SCS operation is a good one,
with the major problem the
long lines in Garvey Com-

mons.
"We have to expect long
lin~s at first, but we hope
stude nts will learn to space
themselves out so they can go
through faster," Leahy said.
The new director said there
are things about ARA at SCS
he would like to change , but

the past few years," Leahy
said. "The Deli idea started
at SCS and spread to Mankato
last year. Now this fall , there
will be a Deli at Bemidji and
Southwest."
One of Leahy's ideas he
would like to implement is a
grocery store on campus that
that he has pretty good would serve students ' needs.
assistants and will not make
•'A loaf of bread or a pound
many changes too quickly.
of hamburger wou ld be good
" The six state universities items to sell . A lot of schools
ftave been a breeding ground have convenience stores on
for new, innovative ideas over campus.
•'Some have even gone to
having McDonalds restaurants, " Leahy added.
Leahy has been director
food services at Southwest
State in Mars hall for the last
two1 years. He got his stan
A S2,025 grant has been
Th e testing of MOlS will wit!\. ARA in college.
8i,warded to SCS to test the involve 350 students , accord" J'wCnt to two schools out in
Minnesota Occupational { "- ing to WillarcfKalash , director Ohio, Heidelberg ~Qllege and
formation Systs,µf MOIS , a of oounseling and relateO Ohio Uni ersity and work,ed
computerized approach to services. SCS counselors will for the food services there. I
employment information and be trained to the use of MOIS washed dishes and served and
job placement.
in early September. Besides got involved in just about
SCS is the only state introducing students to MOIS , everything," he said.
university to rece ive a MOJS the oounselors will evaluate
After grad uating from
grant. Other recipie nts in• the effectiveness of the college, Leahy spe nt fo ur
elud e four high schools, two system , Kalash said.
. years in the Navy, after which
area vocational -technical in•
"We can plug into · ttie r-he turned to selling insur3.nce.
stitutes and rwo communi ty computer and get up -to-da te
" I went to fri end of mine
colleges.
occupational informat ion for a from ARA to try and sell him
MOIS provides data on wide range of occupations, insurance and it turned out he
entry and training requirements', duties. working condi- :~: •..a~~~ansfns~id.to zoolo- :~~-me on coming back to
tions , salaries. advancement
" MOIS best serves students
Leahy will supervise a staff
pote ntial. related fi elds and who are not sure what th ey of abOut 250 workers.
employment outlook for more want to do. h will help them including 125 students.
than,300 occupational classifi- decide on majors and find out
cations.
what a job emails."

SCS given grant to test
new computer system

---

With-this coupon
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Jeans
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New food services director Dave Leahy .
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Student Senate
elected voice
of student body.
Student government is a
good chance to get into the

inner workings of the SCS
campus, according to Student
Senate Pres. Tom Byrne, and
there are many ·avenues open.
The Student Senate is the
elected voice of the student
body, with elections being
held every spring. Twenty-five
senators are elected to
one-year terms. Voting is done
by all interested students.
Last spring, almost 12 percent
of the student body voted.
Once elected, the Senate

RAH
AND FANDEL'
INVITE YOU
TO GET_INTO
OUR PANTS

meets and elects officers for
the year. Chosen are a
president, a vice-president, a
treasurer, six coordinators and
numerous committee'° mem-

1,en,

,

Our main level mens department has
one of the largest selection of Farah
jeans in this area. tv'any of different
styles, colors and sizes to choose
from. Everything from our European
Connection collection to pm-washed
to brushed denim styles. Jeans for
dress, for play, for eNerY day. And
they're all in our rrain level mens
department.
Stop in today. We're downtown on
the mall germain and there i~ plenty
of FREE parking. Shop MJFiday arid
Friday nights 'til 9:00 an\! Saturday
til 5:30.
~

PhotobyVlcEIIIIIOfl

>Student Senate

dent

Tom Byrne.

Issues of student concern
are acted upon by the Senate,
including such items as the
overcrowded parking 'situation, repealing the Iiquor-on·campus prohibition, maintaining the present drop date,
running student services and
many others, according to
Byrne.
"Some of the things we will
be primarily interested in this
year will be drawing up a new
set of bylaws to run the
student government under,"
Byrne said. Byrne said he

::ti::~;::

el~;~:n;

0

t~
beCause of JI. very "pro-student adifflii'tsttation.
"There is plenty of room for
students to get involved
because of the dissolve d
governance last year,"-Byrne
said. " A committee, mainly of
senators, will help draw up the
new plan, but others can
become involved."
Byrne said he is trying to
find someone with knowledge
of writing constitutions and
bylaws, but so far has had no
luck.
Senate meetings. are sche-.
duled for 6 p.m. Thursday's,
usually in the Civic-Penney
room of Atwood. Byrne said
he is trying to initiate a
revolving meeting at the
res id ence hall s so that
students could view their
go_yem ment at work. So far he
has bee n unsuccessful.

~~~..~ ~~~')'\•.~x-.~.-;!...........~."i"".l....P.!X-.:.~!J_IX!':t:-•·::-.
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Applications are now being taken

II

for Chronicle editor positions to begin
Fall, 1976. Positions and honoraria are,

I
I
II

:::::TREET N .E. -

ST. CLOUD, MN. 18301

Plywood, Wallboard, Roofing , SHh and Door,, Redwood
Fencing, Patio Material,, lnsulatlon, Celllng TIie, . Siding,
Ce ment , Bullder1 H1rdware, Ovarhud, Doors, Stanley Tools,
Moldlngs. Gypaum Boards.

II
I
I
I
I

Associate Editor .................... S180.00 I
251-5762
I
-------------------------fvlanaging Editor ................. ~.S180.00
Welcome
News Editor ......:..................... .$90.00

Students

Sports Editor ..................................S90.00
Arts Editor............... .
...........S90.00
Apply 136 Atwood

f'a.chma-n J,wn,Rs
on 7th

(JJlamonJ

ef'pecia/Ub

@Memb., Am.-rican Gem Socie/11

~

~
~

21 SOUTH 7TH AVE

"WHERE KNOWLEDGE AND
REPUTATION BUILD TRUST"

,--------------------------------•..

"t

Ir-\~-~--~.. . ;.__,~
1

All performances \legin at 8 p.m.
Sept . 10 to be announced
Sept. 2l Fred Argir,
Sept . 28 Scott Alereck
Concerts

Sept. 23 Pilgrim (Moog Synthesizer)
P.A.C. recital hall 8 p.m.

I
I
I

Admit one to any ABOG event
l._________________
...J

Sept . 29 Oregon
Atwood Ballroom 8 p.m.
Films

L _______________________________ J

ABOG-stands for the Atwood Board of Governors. It Is an all
1tudent organization that programs a variety of events I
_: ughout the yeM.rThese programs range from films, to art
shows, to lectures, to outings, to concerts, to almost anything I
the 1tudents at St. Cloud want. The above coupon Is to remind
you that all ABOG evento are free . The ~on for this Is
hecau,e ABOG Is funded through yonr activity fees. If you're
lntere1ted In ABOG, and want to become part of It, stop by the
ABOG offices on the ■ econd floor of Atwood.

_M\-Jilms are shown . in the Atwood Theatre
Wed. ? :JO p.m., Fro. J:JO + ?:30 p.m. , Sun. 7:30 p.m .

J Sept.

15 Monkey Business

. 17 Targets
I Sept
Sept. 22 North by Northwest
Sept. 24 Duel
Sept . 29 Citizen Kane

-,

Art Show

Gail Bamber: etchings, lithgraphs , paintings

ATWOOD BOARD OF-GOVERNORS
ATWOOD CENTER, RM. 222

Atwood Gallery
Special Events

Abogling Night Oct.

PHONE 255-2202

s:(Atwood Open House)

Mass Meeting for those interested in A. BOG committee work
Sept . 28, .S p.m. Atwood.
Watch for other programs I

"PISTOJ,"

A

RrnKEN

Br.au1v Coll ege
S1~·kd blow gun
hairl'III S .. . $2.25

on temporary
Fashions
in butter soft Glove
Leathers that feel as
good as they look.

Chronicle
needs
Staff
Photographers

in Natural Glove

Apply in
Photo Lab
Atwood 130
255-3327

w~~
709 ,t . g e rmain

i;2sa.
TERED
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DIAMOND

!;!?;~....t...F~-~11.U
r,......... Chnl Din ..... SI.ft

Keepsake ... FINE STYLING AND HONEST VALUE

1""•'-"·-""'--

Keepsake's dedication to ide lly

-

proportidned diamonds and

!.e:t:.21'..!' Olnn.-r I Ut

customer ser~

ure you of

utmost satisfaction.

~~~'!.,.~':!-1?!"....... . u,
.... -"""
~'t,..C:..m
.i.e"',.... n.n

'.: .·~·~~-~-¥--a¢===as~,-~'·r1:.:=z·:.,~
~"';

The true beauty of a diamond can
never be revealed until it is properly .
cut and faceted. The angle between
any two facets must be accurate to within
a half degree to bring out fine and brilliance

1"-"

""-

Gold.-n Fn.-d

~~r/,:~.!!'::!'! '

12.19

-«~ . .
!;:~~<

PlttN ol Et11h1 14.75

._,,.,1oo ....

•,.i,t,o•lnl>I..,.

-hhy.,.nd~w

OTHER TREASURd'

-::.;; ••·

and value.
'' Ideal Cut" formula to every- diamond
fro[TI _t he very smallest to multi-carat.
:.-

Keepsake"
Rq:istettd Diamond Rinp

... There simply is no finer diamond!

lJ. 0.-fllf?an
(/· JEWELERS

GET A COLE SLAW,
3 HUSHPUPPIES
ANDA
LARGE SOFT DRINK

FREE

(value · $.75)
(limit · I per coupon)

•
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AllWE
CANmt

••MOCCASINS
-t.JJ.l.fi!!~-------------Get
that barefoot

YODISTHAT
MENWHO
INJN'T
SMOKE

feeling with Moccasins
from AMIGOS
Moccasins are available in all
sizes with many styles
and colors to choose from

UVE
ABOUT

Downtown next to the Paramount
917 SL Germain 251-9536

WELCOME ·

BACK

STUDENTS!
THE fram
RED
CARPET

5

Bar■

lnDne

rack mu■ic liguar
danciq tap 1:i■■r
51:h Av•. 51:. ClaJ,id

&YEARS
I.ONGEII...
J'

~·ithanmen
whodo
smoke
If you wanl som<.-•onc
to help you slop smoking
cig.ircttes. <..-ontacl your
American Cancer Society.

Welcome

Ba&k from

AMERICANNA INN

The

0~ c5 haomp~~"~""~"•"
St. Cloud, MIM- 56301
251-2822

Downtown
Come in and see us for yaur photo needs.

Wehave the papers,- chemicals, film and ·
literature r!l(luired for Tech. 165 and 166
photo classes. Aloo special student prices
available on this equipment.
Then there's our punpi

Harry ~ogram

v.hich gives yau six rolls of processing forflle
price of five.

Hope to see you soon,
Harry and the Gang

-COURTYARD
.
COF E SHOP

ENTERTAINMENT
POOL, SAUNA

coci< · Kris WE ARE
PROUD TO ~·SUPPORT
AND WE
WELCOME
ALL .
STUDENTS!
RESERVATIONS
_R OOM OR FOOD

252-8700

C

1•------------------•
:
o7~~tn~:~~~
f eds ~:::~~:-.,;,:,::~r:,"t,:;;~~,~:
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M ETRO' ---.. .__
RA DI ATOR Co
HEQEAUVYIPMDEUNTYT
RADIATORS
CHEMICAL

n•·
.d

.

BOIL OUT
RODDING OUT

Cl ass

■

1;,~~c-1:i8':10C:S~·
colors.

choice ol

·1 ·1

fstjfl~g

CLASS SHAPE

·

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED
RECORE$

HWY.2 3 EAST BEHIND HOMBRE DE MUNDO

I

Housing

ATTENTION
STUDENT
TEACH ER..§ - Anoka,
Robbinsdale , Coon f;! aplds-rooms fo r
~~LEC~~~~E~~s-HOUSING lo

New students, old studentsMake use of class~fieds, notices
The classifieds and notices section of theOironicle is a service provided
to the students.
Oassified ads, such as housin,9 1employment, for sale or personals, cost
25 cents for eoch five v.ords-j~ enough to meet cost. It is not designed
to make rroney for the Oirornele.
·
j
.
.
~ a r e open to all student groups and organizations at no charge.
They are primarily used to announce meeting and events, but n-ay also be
used for nE!\,l,'&-related items. Some of the existing notices sections are
religion, meetings, lectures, recreation and miscellaneous. Such campus
groups as ABOG, MEC, KVSC,fm, SAC and the student Senate have
individual sections. l'vbre can be added if warranted .

.. ,.
:

Oassifieds and notices are taken at the Oironicle office, 136 Atv.ood.
Dladlines for Tuesday Oironicles are Friday noon. Dladlines for Friday
Oironicles are Tuesday noon. Dladlines will be enforced strictly. ,
IThe Oironicle hopes the students will take advantage of this section of
.the paper. It is there for students' use.

7~
!~~~~i ye~~-e~~?~s1~~~2s1!it~~
p.m.
25-YR-OLO FEMALE would \Ike
exchan ge housekeep i ng and
~~:~en10 1coo:i1~gle~or ~ o:r~ie~~
d ivo r ced , w it h b r witho ut
ch i ld ren . 252-8747 even ings .
FURNISHED APARTMENT for 5
wom en . $65 / month , util it ies
paid . 1028 6th Ave. So . 253-5344 .
Ask fo r Candy .
NEEDED : NONSMOKING male
to share e>i::penses of moble home.
Call 253-5591.
OPENING FOR FEMALE In
furni shed house fo r school year.
Lett y Meyer, 253-1313.
Wanled
BECOME A COLLEGE campu s
dealer. Sel l brand name stereo
com ponent s at lowest prices.
H igh profits; no In vestment
requ ir ed. For details, con t act :
FA ~ Com ponents , Inc. 20 Passaic
A v1 ;U:alrl leld, New Jersey 07006.
11"Mte'hr lowsky '201 -227--6884.
SALES REP-male or femalerell able. We seek a permanent
representat ive on cam pus. Sell
the wor ld 's l l nest hand-knitted

I

different

one r ep per cam pus . Sell to
fr at ernities, soror it ies, alumnl

PRUATDIIANTFOIRRSST
ST.CLOUD

3

23

a,soolatloas
, local """· athlatlo
g roups, etc. W r ite to: Samarkand

~l~~'.mL~~d~~~:i~:~2ga~e;66d~

FORMER SCS INSTRUCTOR
AleK Stach wll1 pay tor class not es
o f for mer student s of classes In
t ~ ~1:01e1~1he~~1o~r ~:'~ris~
Write : Bo>i:: 3219, Norfolk State
Co llege, Norfo lk , V.A . 23504 .

Attention
MARY KAY COSMETICS. 2531178.
PLANTS NEED HOMES" TOO .
Buy some at the Atwood main
desk . Various kinds Including
hanging pots.
POP S1.95/case. 8c: a botlle. All
flavo rs. M lnars Bottling Co . 21st
and Division . Ot. m l>i::es $2.951
case. 251-9612.
CHECK AT THE Atwood main
desk fo r your Jost artlcles.
WOODEN
BOXES
FOR
SH ELVES an d storage. $.50S2.00 . Minar s Bottl ing Co. 21st
and Division . 251-9612.
DISCOUNT TICKETS . TO the
Hays '&aid Paramount th eat res,
avai lable at the A t wood main
desk .
GALLON JUGS. 25':: each. Minar,
bottling.

Notices
Religion

Everyone Interest ed In knowing
more about Christian Science ls
welcom e to attend an org anlzatlonal meet ing Sept . 9 and 16 at s
p .m . In the Jerde room of At wood
Center.

KVSC
So y ou w ant t o be a radio star.
Call K VSC at 255·2398 or atop In
our studios In 140 Stewart H all.
We have several announcing
positions open. No exper ience in
rad io Is needed.

NEWMAN CENTER
The Catholic Univer~ity Parish at SCSU (396 First Avenue South , 251-3260) welcomes all new students,
faculty, and stat£, and extends a welcofue back to al I returnees! Special outdoor milss will be held at Barden
Park (5th Ave. So. & 7th St. So.) on Sunday September 12th at 11 :00 a.m. (in case of inclement weather
it will be at Newma~
~
For your convenience, you may want to clip and save the following outline of services, schedule of events and
personnel available.

NEWMAN -----------CHAPEL:

.

Open daily 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. for prayer, reflection, and reading.
Mass Schedule: Weekends: Sat. 5:30 p.m., Sun:OC9 & 11 :00 a.m. and 8 p.m .
Daily: Noon on Monday-Friday, and 5:00 p.m. Monday-Thursday.
Sacrament of Reconciliation (Confession) : 4:00 p.m. dailJ1,--Sat. 4:45 p.m.
Communal <;sJebrations Monthly-to be announced.
Baptisms, Weddings, Confirmation : Call for information and scheduling. ·•
Open daily 8:00 a. m. to 1:00 a.m.
Fr. Paul Johnson, S. Katherine Kraft. Fr. Adrian Ledermann, Fr. Bill Vos available to assist you. All
programming announced in weekly Newman bulletin; many events planned and sponsored
ecumenically.
·

NEWMAN
. TERRACE:

__,

A sandwich, pizza & beverage food service open from 11 :00 a, m. to 1:00 a. m. A great pla ce to· meet
with friends over good food.

NEWMAN CENTER operates under the guidance and with the help of its members. ·The Newman Counc·
makes all major decisions, the council committees afford opportunities for a wide variety of involvement,
e.g. planning liturgies, assisting with music (choir , folk singing, etc.), social action programs , theology and
Bible study and discussion, and a host of other pro8!'ams that might interest you .

· . ..... · ·· ·· ···· CALL' ORSTOP·INFUR MORE INFORMATION

·Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.
River rafting. Rappelling. Orienteering. Back packing, Cross country skiin_g. W~ter ~rvival. Mountaineering.
First aid.
•-·-Army ROTC is an excellent course
in leadership development. But, it's
also adventure training, where you
learn to lead in an environment that
challenges both your physical and
mental skills.
Unlike strictly academic subjects,
Army ROTC will teach you to think
on your feet. To make important
decisions quickly. And it will help
you develop your confidence and stamina in the classroom or out.
Add Army ROTC to your program,
and you automatically add a new
dimension of excitement to your
campus life.
For full details call:

_-,-.....

363-2614/2615

ARMY ROTC.·
LEARN WHAt1T TAKES ·TO.LEAD.

...

